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MYANMAR: ORGANISING THE REVOLT
By Htuu Lou Rae

Htuu Lou Rae, a member of the 
Anti-Junta Mass Movement, a 
Myanmar anti-coup movement, 
spoke to Solidarity

The strike has been rekindled. 
There has been less activity 

in the streets for the past few 
weeks and much less so in Yan-
gon; but since last week there 
have been flashmob protests in 
Yangon, and thousands across 
the country returned to the 
street for a general strike on 2 
May to the call for “Global My-
anmar Spring Revolution”.

Up until last week, most of 
the activities in the civilian 
areas, cities, towns and villages, 
have taken the form of armed 
struggle, fighting Tatmadaw 
troops with makeshift weapons 
and homemade rifles. There 
is a town in the Western Chin 
State, Mindat, which has suc-
cessfully fended off Tatmadaw 
troops, and the soldiers had 
to negotiate a ceasefire with 
the residents. But now they are 
worried that there could be air 
strikes in Mindatand in towns 
and villages in the region. Peo-
ple are worried about another 
genocide, and crimes against 
humanity.

Could the revolution take on 
the character of the Syrian civil 
war? No, because Tatmadaw 
doesn’t have so many troops. I 
am confident that we can force 
more defections through a 
combination of street protests, 
militia activity and activity by 
ethnic armed groups. The chal-

lenge that we have right now is 
that we could potentially form a 
council of CDM [Civil Disobedi-
ence Movement] strikers, strike 
committees, militias and ethnic 
armed groups, and follow a 
common strategy to try to over-
load the capacity of Tatmadaw 
and force more defections. We 
haven’t achieved that point yet 
but that is what we are aiming 
for.

Neoliberalism
Even though we can finally 
succeed in taking Tatmadaw 
out of the picture, there is an-
other issue. The anti-coup 
“shadow government” of the 
CRPH [Committee Represent-
ing Pyidaungsu Hluttaw, i.e. 
representing parliamentarians] 
has launched a “National Unity 
Government”, with its own 
democratic charter which gives 
them a final say in appoint-
ment of cabinet members. The 
National Unity Government is 
mainly made up of NLD [Na-
tional League for Democracy] 
representatives. The policies 
of the NLD tend towards being 
neoliberal, even though many 
of their supporters are not sup-
portive of neoliberalism.

NLD are now trying to make 
themselves look inclusive in 
terms of ethnicity and class and 
so on. But it is not really repre-
sentative, because the elections 
that took place in November 
2020 were held under the 2008 
constitution, which is not good 
as a basis for a democratic 
government. It is a half-mili-

tary-dictatorship-half-demo-
cratic-government. Before the 
coup, the NLD was authoritar-
ian. They introduced laws that 
prevented freedom of speech 
and assembly. There were 600 
political prisoners before the 
coup.

There are three very conten-
tious members of the National 
Unity Government (NUG). One 
member of the NUG, who was 
previously an NLD politician, 
has in the past gone on a BBC 
interview to accuse Rohingya 
people of burning their own 
houses. Since taking up office 
he has been bombarded on 
social media with demands to 
apologise for his comments. 
Another, the Vice-Minister of 
Defence, has described Ro-
hingya as insects, comparing 
the ethnic cleansing operations 
against them as like spraying 
crops with insecticide. So far: 
no apology from her, either. 
A third member of the NUG 
government is Aung San Suu 
Kyi (ASSK), who prepared this 
Thermidor, and who has given 
great accolades and medals to 
soldiers and generals.

There have been calls for 
ASSK to be removed from NUG. 
That hasn’t been addressed. 
On 3 May, NUG introduced the 
Ministry of Human Rights. This 
move has been questioned: 
how can they set up a ministry 
of human rights and keep these 
three members? □

• Abridged. More: bit.ly/
htuu0405
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Boom for rich, job cuts for many
In the USA, job vacancy postings are 

now 21% above their level in January 
2020. The employment rate for well-off 
workers (on the equivalent of £43,000 a 
year or more) is now only 2% down on 
January 2020. The Dow Jones share-
price index continues to rise, as it has 
done since a drastic fall bottomed out 
in late March 2020.

According to Google Mobility re-
ports, US workplace traffic is still down 
by 28% (more than Germany’s 22%), 
as many still work from home. But re-
tail traffic is down only 8% on the pre-
Covid baseline. The New York Times 
estimates that businesses are now 
“mostly open” (though with restrictions 
and precautions) in all but seven of the 
USA’s 50 states. Even schools (quicker 
to reopen than bars, cafés, etc. in Eu-
rope, but slower in the USA) are restart-
ing. Michigan, which had a Covid spike 
between mid-March and mid-April, has 
infections declining again, and deaths 
levelling off.

The UK now has a Covid infection rate 

(proportional to population) one-fifth of 
the USA, and a death rate one-eighth. 
So probably in the coming weeks lock-
down-easing will continue, infection 
rates will still subside, and profit rates 
and job rates will rise.

Many bosses have already had a 
boom during the pandemic, and some 
helped by fat government contracts 
and bail-outs. But in the USA employ-
ment rates for the lower-paid (on the 
equivalent of £19,000 a year or less) are 
still 30% lower than in January 2020. 
On the latest figures, around 4.5 million 
workers in Britain are still on furlough. 
(There has been no furlough in the 
USA, only increased unemployment 
benefits). The furlough scheme, origi-
nally due to close on 30 June 2020 but 
extended five times, is now scheduled 
to end on 30 September.

Some furloughed workers will get 
jobs over the coming months. Others 
will find their bosses closing down or 
winding down business once the gov-
ernment furlough and other payments 
end.

Local councils, squeezed by gov-
ernment refusal to make good their 
extra spending and reduced income in 

the pandemic, are cutting jobs. Some 
whole areas of economic life are un-
likely to recover soon. Many worse-off 
workers, on the buses for example, face 
attacks on pay and conditions as their 
bosses try to make good their losses in 
the pandemic.

Around 1.5% of people of working 
age are suffering from “long covid”, 
and often with impact on their ability to 
work, or to do their current job.

Recovery? For some, a boom. For 
many, poverty.

Public services need to be expanded, 
not cut, if only to deal with the ongo-
ing impacts of the pandemic and build 
resilience for future Covid surges and 
future pandemics. Solidarity campaigns 
in the labour movement for:

• the restoration of cuts made to local 
government funding since 201

• the NHS workers’ 15% pay rise de-
mand

• bringing social care into the pub-
lic sector, and care workers onto NHS-
level pay and conditions.

After a century and a half of slow de-
cline, average weekly working hours 
in full-time jobs in Britain have started 
rising again in recent decades. Some 

workers are forced into overwork; oth-
ers make do with part-time jobs with 
fewer hours than they want.

Solidarity campaigns for the labour 
movement to demand that jobs are 
secured by reducing the standard 
work-week to four days or 32 hours 
and increasing hourly pay rates corre-
spondingly so there is no loss of pay.

We also argue for the labour move-
ment to be ready to demand further 
extension of furlough if necessary, plus 
retraining, on full pay, for workers who 
want to shift to different jobs. Work or 
full pay! □

Social solidarity still needed to curb Covid

An all-party committee of 
MPs has called for bor-

der checks and quarantine 
requirements on Covid to be 
retained. They have a strong 
case.

Cautious step-by-step lock-
down-easing, checking each 
step before moving to the 
next, can ease the bad social 
effects of lockdown. If the la-
bour movement continues our 
efforts to win full isolation pay 
for all, to establish workers’ 
control of workplace safety, 
and to bring social care into 
the public sector with workers 
on NHS-level pay and condi-
tions, we may be able to edge 
towards a set of restrictions 
which is socially sustainable 
fairly long-term and yet keeps 
infection levels declining.

But the Tories’ talk of a quick 
bonfire of restrictions is dan-
gerous.

Worldwide, the latest surge 
in the Covid death rate, which 
started mid-March, is only ten-
tatively easing off. The world-
wide average death rate is still 

higher than it has ever been, 
except only a peak in late Jan-
uary.

Chile has a higher rate of 
vaccination than Britain, but 
is only now levelling off a 
new Covid surge which more 
than doubled infection rates 
between late February and 
mid-April. A chief factor there 
was probably the entry of P.1 
and P.2 variants from Brazil, 
speeded by eased travel pre-
cautions.

Worldwide, vaccination rates 
are increasingly only slowly 
and without acceleration, 
by about 0.22 jabs per 100 
people per day. At that rate, 

it will take over two years for 
the whole world to be vacci-
nated. Long before then, the 
already-vaccinated will prob-
ably need revaccination (we 
don’t know when), and yet new 
variants of the virus will have 
emerged.

Solidarity calls for the req-
uisitioning of Big Pharma, es-
pecially of the vaccine patents 
and of the know-how and sup-
ply chains to build new vaccine 
production lines at emergency 
speed.

Even if we win that demand, 
and much more so if we don’t, 
the virus will swirl around the 
world for a long time yet.

In summer 2020, Covid in-
fection and death rates in Brit-
ain and Europe were much 
lower than they are now. 
Governments declared Covid 
under control. They reopened 
tourist industries, bars, cafés, 
etc., with few restrictions. The 

result was the new surge from 
September, then accelerated 
by the B.1.1.7 variant. To re-
peat the policies of summer 
2020 would be foolish. Keep 
up the fight for isolation pay 
and workplace safety! □

Billions have been handed 
out by the Tories to 

friends and associates on Test 
and Trace and PPE contracts, 
and for poor results. Yet the 
“Tory sleaze” row has come 
to focus on Boris Johnson’s 
redecoration of his Downing 
Street flat.

He gets £30,000 a year 
public money for redeco-
rating his rent-free accom-
modation; he scrabbled for 
more only because he chose 
especially expensive redeco-
ration; and he may well have 
broken political-donations 
law in doing so. There’s noth-
ing unfair about him being 
pilloried.

But his tens of thousands 
should not overshadow the 
billions, handed out sleazily 

but probably within the law.
Or the hundreds of bil-

lions pumped every year 
from workers’ labour to feed 
profits, dividends, interest, 
and big pay-outs for bosses. 
That capitalist extraction of 
“surplus value” is “normal”, 
“legal”, indeed celebrated 
and glorified, and yet is the 
great machine of inequality 
and privilege.

Switch off the pump of 
surplus value from which all 
the backhanders and pay-
offs flow! Take the banks and 
majority industry into public 
ownership, under workers’ 
and democratic control, 
with managers elected, 
accountable, and on workers’ 
wages. □

Switch off the pump!

JeffBezos
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Police Bill: organise for a long haul
By Sacha Ismail

Thousands turned out in London 
on May Day to oppose the Police, 

Crime, Sentencing and Courts Bill, and 
there were demonstrations all over the 
country.

Workers’ Liberty supporters were 
there in London and many other places, 
selling Solidarity and other literature, 
arguing for a push to bring the labour 
movement into the Police Bill fight, and 
to overturn the anti-union laws and 
other earlier restrictions on the right 
protest.

The London protest was a welcome 
change from the usual London May 
Day, which tends to be smaller, older, 
and with banners of Stalin and the like, 
which were completely absent from 
this demonstration.

It surely had more visible labour 
movement contingents — UVW, IWGB, 
some London RMT banners, London 
UCU, Lambeth Unison, Lewisham NEU, 
Dulwich and West Norwood Labour 
Party — than the bigger protest on 3 
April, and more individual trade-un-
ionists. But despite May Day falling on 
a Saturday this year, the organised la-
bour movement was still mostly miss-

ing in action.
The movement to stop the Police Bill 

needs the labour movement’s social 
weight, strategic position in society 
and politics, and resources. Organised 
labour needs the movement’s radi-
calism and grassroots militancy. Both 
need clear ideas about how we Kill the 
Bill, and also reverse the decades-long 
trend to restrict protests which it deep-
ens.

Most unions have said little if any-
thing since the first days after Sarah 
Everard’s murder and the police riot on 
Clapham Common (13 March).

Neither trade unionists nor Police Bill 
activists have discussed it much yet, but 
the Bill poses a major threat to rights to 
strike and picket. On 27 April the Free 
Our Unions campaign held a briefing 
on this, with industrial relations expert 
Gregor Gall speaking.

We don’t know when the Tories will 
return the Bill to Parliament. We need 
to find ways to sustain this struggle 
over the coming weeks.

We should push for more local or-
ganising meetings, to draw more peo-
ple into sustained activity and generate 
local campaigning, and do the longer-

term work of motions and speakers in 
trade union branches and Labour Par-
ties.

Every trade unionist and Labour Party 
activist should move a motion in their 
branch, and advocate the labour move-
ment makes wider “positive” demands 
about policing and criminal justice, in-
cluding removing earlier restrictions on 
the right to protest. □

• Northumbria Police attacked young 
demonstrators at the Newcastle Kill 
the Bill protest on May Day. Nine were 
arrested and several more suffered 
injuries as a result of police aggression. 
Two young activists were held in cells 
for ten hours for chalking slogans on 
Grey’s Monument. A defence campaign 
is being set up and labour movement, 
including Labour Party, activists have 
already pledged more than £200 in 
support. More: bit.ly/resistncl 
• Model motion bit.ly/polbillmotion 
• Adapted version for submission 
to Labour Party conference bit.ly/
polbillconf 
• Next day of action is set for 29 May 
• More on the Police Bill and anti-
union laws: Riccardo la Torre’s May Day 
speech in Southend, bit.ly/rlt-1may

After 6 May, renew fight 
against Tories and cuts
By Mohan Sen

Thursday 6 May sees elec-
tions for 143 councils cov-

ering the majority of England; 
the Scottish and Welsh parlia-
ments; the London mayor and 
assembly; a number of other 
mayoral and police and crime 
commissioner positions; and 
a parliamentary by-election in 
Hartlepool.

The local elections are for 
seats last contested in May 
2016 (when Labour did poorly) 
or in May 2017 (when Labour 
did very poorly, though it re-
covered quickly between then 
and the June 2017 general 
election). So it shouldn’t be 
hard for Labour to show some 
gains.

Yet Labour’s campaigns 
have been weak. A focus on 
NHS pay has fallen flat, unsur-
prisingly given that councils 
do not control health service 
pay and that Labour’s position 
is weak. Far from using the 
election to rally opposition to 
local government cuts and for 
restored funding to councils, 

Labour has said essentially 
nothing about cuts and fund-
ing.

Even so, Workers’ Liberty 
members and supporters have 
been out campaigning for La-
bour.

Those on the left — particu-
larly the “internet-based” left 
— who seem almost gleeful at 
potential Labour setbacks are 
misguided and irresponsible. 
A good result for the Tories — 
who are hiding plans for fur-
ther austerity for many under 
big bailouts for business and 
“culture war” agitation about 
the Union Jack, against Black 
Lives Matter and so on — will 
push us way back.

Whatever the result, the La-
bour right is likely to claim it 
justifies them. If Labour does 
badly, they’ll say that shows we 
haven’t “recovered” from Cor-
bynism yet, and need to push 
further right. If Labour does 
well, they will say that we’re 
making strides under Keir...)

Yet the Tories are beset by 
sleaze, a Brexit botched even 

in their own terms, and a pan-
demic in which they’ve fum-
bled everything other than 
still having a coordinated pub-
lic-service NHS able to do vac-
cination better than countries 
with even-more-marketised 
health care. Labour should 
be doing much better than 
even the most optimistic pre-
dictions of 6 May are likely to 
show. Starmer’s approach of 
saying as little as possible is 
wrong, but also not “working”.

The job after 6 May is to or-
ganise opposition to Starm-
er’s policies and politics and a 
fight for positive pro-working 
class alternatives, within the 
party and crucially within the 
unions. Labour’s three biggest 
affiliates and funders are the 
three biggest local govern-
ment unions, Unison, GMB and 
Unite, yet none has pushed a 
fight against the cuts. □

• More: bit.ly/6maystake 
• Interview with Sheffield 
left-wing Labour council 
candidate Edd Mustill bit.ly/
eddminterview

Upcoming meetings
Workers’ Liberty meetings are open to all, held online over 

zoom.

Sunday 16 May, 12-1:30pm: Socialist Feminist reading 
group — Rape, gendered violence: various readings 
Sunday 16 May, 6.30-8.30pm: Socialists on the Israel Pales-
tine conflict — Workers’ Liberty debates Red Flag 
Monday 17 May, 6-7pm: AWL students — How to fight sexism
Tuesday 18th May, 6.30pm: Free Our Unions — Unions, 
Rights and disabled workers
Wednesday 19th May, 7-8.45pm: Shapurji Saklatvala and 
John Archer — pioneering working class & black representation
Monday 24 May, 6-7pm: AWL students — Solidarity with De-
liveroo and other platform workers

Plus
Thursdays 8-9.30pm: Lenin’s What is to be done? reading 
group
For our calendars of events, full updated details, zoom links, 
more meetings and resources, visit workersliberty.org/events 

Police look on as Kill the bill protestors move through Whitehall
Pic: @amasunchild

A socialist and anti-
imperialist

Shapurji Saklatvala was La-
bour’s first BAME MP, and a 

revolutionary socialist and an-
ti-imperialist. Learn about his 
life and struggles in this pam-
phlet, replete with lessons for 
today. £3. □
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Loyalist violence means advance?
By Jim Denham

When loyalist violence erupted 
in Northern Ireland in April, the 

Morning Star responded with an arti-
cle (15 April) by one Lynda Walker that 
concluded: “The cause of the problems 
which the unionist and loyalist com-
munities have cited, the border and 
policing, must be solved politically. 
In addition to those orchestrating the 
violence, the British and Irish govern-
ments, the EU and the DUP should be 
held responsible for this situation.”

The words “statement” and “bleedin’ 
obvious” spring to mind.

At least Walker’s article includes the 
British government in its roll-call of 
those to blame. Back in 2019, when 
Theresa May’s government was on the 
rack over the so-called “backstop”, the 
Morning Star (lining up with Tory hard-
line Brexiteers in opposing that back-
stop) was clear that the problem was 
entirely caused by the EU and the Irish 
government. 

Articles in the paper in the course 
of 2019 included the following state-
ments:

• “If there are new Irish border prob-
lems arising at this time, they do not 

stem from Britain’s democratic deci-
sion to leave the EU, but from the Irish 
government’s desire to remain in it” (ar-
ticle by Kevin McCorry of the People’s 
Movement of Ireland).

• “The Irish government [is] siding 
with the EU against Britain, which also 
happens to be our largest trading part-
ner, and against the decision made by 
its citizens to leave the EU” (article by 
the youth wing of the Communist Party 
of Ireland, headed “Communists blast 
Varadkar’s Blueshirt regime in stormy 
Cork meeting”).

• “We must remember who’s doing 
the threatening. It is not Britain’s bor-
der, or Ireland’s border: it is the EU’s 
border. It is up to the EU to sort out this 
problem in the interests of its mem-
bers, in other words Ireland, the only 
member affected by it” (editorial).

• “The warnings connecting Brexit 
with the Irish border, the GFA and a 
revival of violence have been deliv-
ered by US House of Representatives 
speaker Nancy Pelosi in speeches in 
London and Dublin… Yet the whole 
‘Brexit-border-GFA-terrorism’ night-
mare scenario is a concoction of cynical 
and reckless politicians, commentators 
and top bureaucrats. Its intention is to 
undermine Brexit in general and justify 
the Irish backstop in the UK-EU With-
drawal Agreement in particular” (ed-
itorial headed “The Merry-go-round 

of Irish border warnings is not what it 
seems”).

The Morning Star and its political 
masters in the Communist Party of Brit-
ain (and Communist Party of Ireland, 
too) have changed their tune. Unable 
to deny that Brexit has inevitably cre-
ated violence and instability in North-
ern Ireland, they now claim that this 
represents a brilliant opportunity for 
Irish reunification: “The real problem 
with the Remain tendency’s use of the 
Irish border question has been its pres-
entation of an unjust status quo as un-
touchable. In seeing any deviation from 
present arrangements as catastrophic 
— even if, in Ireland’s case, it advances 
the conditions for reunification, which 
socialists and anti-imperialists support 
— it shared much with the Remain atti-
tude to the Brexit deal as a whole.”

Communist Party of Ireland general 
secretary Eugene McCartan (quoted 
in the Morning Star of 30 April) was 

upbeat: “The British have courted and 
secured new forces to advance their 
imperial interests in Ireland, north and 
south...it’s not just Brexit... Political un-
ionism has little, if anything to offer its 
working class base, other than the re-
lentless dog whistle of sectarianism.”

These Stalinist anti-EU fanatics seem 
to ignore the fact that the sectarian 
“dog whistle” has grown louder and 
shriller as a result of Brexit. Slowly but 
unmistakeably, over the years, British 
and Irish membership of the EU drew 
some of the poison out of the old sec-
tarian dispute between nationalists 
and loyalists, as the UK and the Repub-
lic were part of Europe itself, allowing 
both traditions to co-exist. Brexit re-
ignites old disputes, setting back the 
cause of Irish reunification — unless you 
believe that, somehow, reunification 
can be achieved without working-class 
unity and loyalist consent. □

Don’t make a fetish of Malm’s writings

Zack Muddle (Solidarity 588) 
eulogises Andreas Malm’s 

book Fossil Capital (2016) as 
an original analysis of the cli-
mate crisis. I think Zack exag-
gerates Malm’s contribution, 
overgeneralises from it and 
ignores big flaws with Malm’s 
politics.

Malm’s central insight is 
that early nineteenth century 
English textile manufacturers 
adopted steam power from 
coal burning, when water-
power was a viable alternative. 
As Malm puts it, steam “gained 
supremacy in spite of water 
being abundant, cheaper 
and at least as powerful, even 
and efficient”. Malm argues 
that these capitalists adopted 
steam power primarily to rein-
force their control over waged 
labour.

These capitalists were mo-
tivated by maximising their 

profits. Water power at the 
time had significant draw-
backs, something Marx drew 
attention to in Capital, Volume 
1 (1867). Marx also under-
stood the role of technology. 
He wrote: “It would be pos-
sible to write quite a history 
of the inventions made since 
1830, for the sole purpose of 
supplying capital with weap-
ons against the revolts of the 
working class.”

The argument that class 
struggle shapes capitalist be-
haviour is commonplace. Per-
haps Malm offers more. From 
Zack’s summary, this is utterly 
underwhelming.

But Zack makes a wild leap, 
overgeneralising Malm’s his-
torically limited point into 

something much wider.
Zack states: “Huge dams and 

complex systems involving aq-
ueducts could have provided 
reliable power, located along 
a wide range of waterways, 
still significantly cheaper than 
steam-power.”

This comes pretty close to 
arguing that capitalism could 
have developed on the basis 
of renewable energy. I don’t 
know if that was possible. I 
doubt it. But it is a speculative 
counterfactual, since English 
capitalism plainly did develop 
on the basis of fossil fuels.

Malm’s argument about 
water power in nineteenth 
century English textiles might 
be a special case, limited by 
time and place. Zack nowhere 
proves that existing renewable 
sources of power two centu-
ries ago were substitutes for 
other capitalists in other indus-
tries and other states undergo-
ing capitalist development, or 
for other damaging fossil fuels, 
such as oil and gas.

Zack’s argument smacks of 

backward-facing romanticism. 
But in the nineteenth century, 
the consequences of fossil fuel 
burning for climate change 
were not widely understood. 
At least until the middle of 
the twentieth century, climate 
change was the unintended 
consequence of capitalist de-
velopment. Reading back re-
sponsibility for climate change 
to earlier periods seems 
anachronistic. It doesn’t help 
the fight for renewables today 
or our indictment of capital-
ism after the risks of climate 
change became clear (from at 
least the 1980s, if not before).

Zack also elides key prob-
lems with Malm’s wider pol-
itics. Malm was apparently 
once a journalist for the SAC 
syndicalist union newspaper 
Arbetaren and a member of 
Socialistiska Partiet in Sweden. 
In recent years he has become 
a self-confessed academic 
“armchair activist”.

In 2017, Malm authored a 
long essay in Salvage maga-
zine, The Walls of the Tank: On 

Palestinian Resistance. Malm 
gave explicit, revolting, uncrit-
ical support to the leaders of 
Hamas and its military wing, 
as well as Islamic Jihad and 
the Popular Front for the Lib-
eration of Palestine. The article 
is replete with vomitous “left” 
anti-Semitic bile. And Malm 
suggests they are a model for 
climate activism.

Malm advertises this arti-
cle on his academic website. 
Interviewed by junge Welt 
(April 2018), Malm heralds the 
Salvage piece and explicitly 
draws parallels between what 
he calls the Palestinian “resist-
ance” and the fight for climate 
justice. This doesn’t mean 
everything he has written on 
climate change should be dis-
missed. His arguments on cap-
italism and fossil fuels should 
be evaluated on their merits. 
However those who elevate 
Malm cannot simply ignore 
these flaws. □

Paul Vernadsky, 
south London

A Loyalist banner protesting the sea border
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The roaring twenties
By Eric Lee

Increasingly, big business leaders and 
bankers are talking about the possi-

bility of an economic boom in the next 
few months. Earlier projections of eco-
nomic stagnation and talk of the worst 
economic results in centuries have 
faded. Vaccines and lockdowns seem 
to have worked. The worst has been 
averted. Now, some are even speak-
ing about another “roaring twenties” — 
harking back to the third decade of the 
last century.

What does that mean for the left? Ob-
viously, economic recovery is a good 
thing for everyone, so things like low 
unemployment are welcome news. But 
the 1920s were not exactly a golden 
age for the labour movement in most 
countries.

In the USA, the 1920s were asso-
ciated with something called the 
“American Plan” which was an effort 
by businesses to prevent workers from 
joining or forming trade unions. Unions 
were considered to be “un-American” 
and the Plan was, to a considerable ex-
tent, a success. The surge of trade un-
ionism, and especially the rapid growth 
of the militant Industrial Workers of the 
World, was halted by the beginning of 

the decade. Mass organising of big in-
dustries like automobiles and steel had 
to wait until the mid-1930s to resume. 
Even though the decade was charac-
terised by an economic boom, workers 
in the US suffered from growing ine-
quality and a lack of any means of class 
self-defence.

Similarly, in Britain the decade saw 
the historic general strike of 1926, but 
that did not end in a victory for the 
workers. The Labour Party, which held 
power briefly in 1924, spent most of 
the decade in opposition.

On the European continent, the work-
ers did not fare much better. In both 
Germany and Italy, fascism was on the 
rise, having come to power in the latter 
in 1922. 

And of course in the Soviet Union, 
the decade was marked by economic 
growth and a rising standard of living, 
but also with the establishment of a 
ruthless new bureaucratic ruling class 
and the destruction of any opposition, 
socialist or otherwise. 

Yes, the 1920s saw some wonderful 
cultural products, some of them clearly 
a reaction to the horrors of the First 
World War and the “Spanish flu” pan-
demic which followed it. And new tech-
nologies like radio and cinema opened 
up new possibilities.

But for working people it was a not a 
great decade. The return of some de-
gree of prosperity should have made 
it easier to organise workers, and for 

workers to win better wages and condi-
tions — but this did not prove to be the 
case. Instead the decade ended with 
the working class movement nowhere 
poised to take power, divided between 
Socialist and Communist factions, and 
facing extinction as fascist movements 
grew.

Our decade is showing some paral-
lels to what happened a century ago, 
including the emergence of new com-
munications technologies based on 
the internet. Perhaps we will see some 
interesting cultural experimentation as 
the world moves into a post-Covid era. 
We are also unfortunately seeing the 
rise of racist and fascist movements in 
nearly all the developed countries.

With trade unions in decline in most 
countries, and with the international 
left weaker than it has been in a gen-
eration, the prospect of a repeat of the 
1920s should not fill us with hope. □

• Eric Lee is the founding editor of 
LabourStart, writing here in a personal 
capacity.

Cookie-cutters and lockdowns
It seems an easy and “left-

wing” “cookie-cutter” frame 
for understanding the pan-
demic: “capitalists... resist lock-
downs”, “workers’ direct action 
has forced more effective lock-
downs” (Stuart Jordan, letters, 
Solidarity 590). Stuart rejects 
the full-on equation: “most 
left-wing” = “harshest, longest 
lockdowns” = “best pandemic 
control”. But even his more 
careful version of the “cook-
ie-cutter” is not true.

Capitalist governments 
everywhere have imposed 
lockdowns. Trump, Bolson-
aro, Lukashenko, Magufuli are 
outliers even within the right. 
Competent lockdowns “work” 
(with heavy costs). There is no 

evidence that very harsh lock-
downs work better than subtler 
ones, or that lockdowns con-
tinued for indefinite months, 
as in Argentina, “work” well.

Workers’ action in various 
countries has won isolation 
pay, better precautions in 
workplaces and degrees of 
workers’ control, improved 
conditions in care homes. 
All important. Nowhere have 
workers forced lockdowns. In 
Italy in spring 2020, workers’ 

actions forced the short-term 
closure of some factories; in 
Queensland, Australia, at that 
time, the threat of a teachers’ 
strike forced the closure of 
schools. Those actions were 
about extending lockdowns 
already decreed by govern-
ments (and based on the as-
sumption that a few weeks’ 
shutdown would quell the 
virus).

School teachers are excep-
tional because their action has 
been about shifting their work 
mostly online, with the work-
place sometimes part-open, 
rather than shutting down the 
work entirely; and because 
they are sure they will still 
be paid if that shift is made, 
and their workplace won’t be 
closed for good. Shutting or 
part-shutting schools does not 
trigger broader lockdowns. 

The big cities of the USA have 
mostly had schools closed for 
a year, or most of the year, and 
yet bars, cafés, churches, etc. 
open most of the time.

No wonder most workers 
prefer some combination of 
home-working and workplace 
precautions, which gives them 
better chances of keeping 
their jobs and retaining some 
worker solidarity, to being dis-
persed to their homes to stay 
indoors for indefinite months, 
relying on the police to imple-

ment precautions and on gov-
ernment furlough to subsist.

Jim Denham’s basic point 
about lockdowns on the “Ze-
ro-Covid” model — everyone 
at home except emergency 
workers (only for their work 
journeys and hours), and ex-
cept the cops, who thus be-
come the only active agency 
of infection control — holds, I 
think. □

Chris Reynolds, 
north London

The week of online action by 
the Safe and Equal campaign 

and the PCS civil service workers’ 
union demanding full sick pay for 
all ends on 7 May. The campaign 
and the union are asking people 
to share pictures online of work-
place groups and others displaying 
a poster which can be printed off 
from safeandequal.org. The Uyghur 
Solidarity Campaign is back on the 
streets with its regular 5th-of-the-
month protests outside the Chinese 
Embassy in Portland Place, London 
(from 6pm). □

• Links and info for these and other 
campaigns, and suggested words 
for labour-movement motions on 
many issues, at workersliberty.org/
agenda

Mel Mullings, 
chair of RMT Bakerloo line branch

Letter

Activist Agenda

Eric Lee

Second hand books!

Workers’ Liberty is sell-
ing hundreds of second 

hand-books — politics, but also 
fiction, history and much more. 
Visit bit.ly/2h-books for the cur-
rent stock and prices, and to 
order.
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Tackling bias in justice
By Hann Sutcliffe

The topic of justice and in particular 
social justice has rightly been a big 

subject for discussion since the Black 
Lives Matter (BLM) protests of last sum-
mer 2020. Vast portions of the popu-
lation were newly educated as to the 
damage the so-called justice system 
does to the Black and Brown commu-
nities. What is less seen is the inherent 
solidarity that neurodivergent people 
have with the Black and Brown commu-
nities, how both communities with their 
respective intersections are treated in 
engagements with the police on the 
street and in the justice system itself.

To understand this connection, it is 
important to have a basic understand-
ing of what is meant by Neurodivergent 
or Neurodiverse.

Neurodivergence is when brain de-
velopment differs from what is consid-
ered the norm of bourgeois society, 
requiring additional support to func-
tion. Autism, ADHD, and Dyslexia are 
the most known forms of neurodiver-
gence, but anything that is not typical 
can be seen as neurodivergence.

Because of barriers created by as-
sumptions of neurotypicality, neurodi-
vergent people are less likely to find 
stable employment and more likely to 
rely on state benefits that place most in 
abject poverty. With the recent findings 
that one-in-three prisoners are neurodi-
vergent, it suddenly becomes clear as 
to why many neurodivergent people 
fear violence and punishment when 
encountering the justice system.

While there is some level of training 
for police officers, this has not stopped 
the routine use of restraints and exces-
sive handling of neurodivergent peo-
ple in situations that could have been 
easily de-escalated. What advice is 
given places the onus on the individual 
to access what little support exists and 
often amounts to “just try to be normal 
for the policemen”, which for many is 
impossible.

The behaviours of neurodivergent 
people are routinely punished for not 
matching the harsh standards of the 
state. When those pressures are com-
bined with those of race and economic 
status, it becomes lethal. Sentences are 
longer, with no consideration for the 

wellbeing of the individual.
Neurodivergent Labour (NDL), in-

spired by the heartbreaking case of 
Osime Brown, who still faces the threat 
of being deported to Jamaica, a place 
where he has no connection, support 
network, and lacks even memory of, 
has adopted policy in an effort to raise 
awareness within the Labour Party as to 
the urgency of these issues. The policy 
sets out the need for a full investigation 
of how the justice system treats neuro-
divergent people with specific focus on 
the systemic failings and the underly-
ing bias that condemns so many neu-
rodivergent people.

NDL has submitted evidence to the 
Ministry of Justice’s investigation into 
neurodiversity in the justice system. It 
has raised a series of specific demands 
for change, including:

• interviews to be conducted in a 
straightforward, non-aggressive way, in 
plain language, without jargon or fig-
ures of speech, and with no questions 
designed to trap or incriminate the per-
son being interviewed

• during interviews or testimony, ad-
equate time given for the person to 

process and reply to questions, with no 
assumption of guilt based on how long 
they take to do this

• irrelevant personal behaviours, e.g. 
pacing, rocking, avoiding eye contact, 
not to be interpreted as guilt

• all venues e.g. courts, interview 
rooms, to have a benign sensory envi-
ronment

• adequate resourcing of mental 
health and social care services so that 
appropriate, trained professionals can 
deal with situations rather than the po-
lice.

• an end to the criminalisation of 
non-harmful neurodivergent behav-
iours

• support rather than punishment if 
an intolerable environment causes a 
neurodivergent person to behave in a 
disruptive way

• an inquiry into how neurodivergent 
people are treated while in custody

• support and rehabilitation for of-
fenders with ADHD and/or other neu-
rodivergent conditions. □

• See ndlabour.co.uk

Climate activists remobilise on 1 May
By Tim Cooper

Hundreds of Extinction Re-
bellion (XR) supporters 

took part in non-violent direct 
action on 1 May over the lack 
of progress on the climate cri-
sis. Many were arrested as sit 
down protests blocked major 
roads in many towns and cities 
across the UK, including Lon-
don, Birmingham, Nottingham, 
Oxford, Cambridge, Bradford, 
Newcastle, and Swansea. 

Home Secretary Priti Patel 
accused them of using “dan-
gerous tactics” and said the 
protests showed why in-
creased police powers were 
required, via passing the Tory 
Police Bill. 

In Nottingham a Climate 
Camp has been set up outside 
the Notts County Hall, by Trent 
Bridge. At the camp Sheila 
and Kristian told me: “XR are 
camping here ahead of the 
County Council elections to 
draw attention to the coun-

cil’s lack of action over climate 
change. Their pension fund is 
one of the worst offenders in 
terms of levels of investment in 
fossil fuels. They have ignored 
the science and pleas by res-
idents and XR to invest in re-
newables, supporting a new 
sustainable economy. 

“We are at a critical time in 
the world, getting nearer to 
more and more tipping points 
being reached”.

Several people were ar-
rested on at least four major 
roads across the county. XR 
activist Etienne said: “Today 
is the second anniversary of 
the UK Parliament declaring 

a climate emergency. There 
has been close to zero action 
since then. These people have 
decided to sit in the road. It’s 
incredibly brave and very mov-
ing”.

XR has been at the forefront 
of the campaign to persuade 
councils to declare climate 
emergencies. Now most coun-
cils, along with most universi-
ties, etc., have committed to 
going carbon neutral by 2030, 
a shift that was unheard of 2 
or 3 years ago. Many good in-
itiatives like wind turbines, ge-
othermal projects, hydrogen 
transport (or, in Nottingham, 
wireless charging at taxi ranks) 
have been made, but cuts by 
the central government make 
progress totally inadequate.

Sarah Lunnon of XR said: 
“Local authorities are being 
decimated, struggling to 
maintain mandatory front line 
services. The Climate and Eco-
logical Emergency (CEE) Bill 
if passed would require im-
mediate action, providing the 
framework to create a national 
transition strategy enabling 
local governments to meet the 

aspirations of their residents”.
It is good that XR is pushing 

for more action after a year in 
which the youth climate strikes 
movement, Labour Parties, 
trade unions and others have 
been very quiet over the last 
year.

XR strategy, though, is se-
verely limited, focusing on the 
CEE Bill as the solution to the 
climate emergency. 31 local 
authorities and over 100 MPs 

are backing it as a “private 
member’s bill”. Local Notting-
ham MP Nadia Whittome is 
a co-sponsor. If passed, the 
CEE Bill would make much in-
creased demands on the gov-
ernment to act.

But this Tory government has 
a large majority. Without much 
greater pressure, they can 
fob off the Bill and respond 
to protests by increasing 
repression. □

Our audio!
Listen, download or subscribe to Workers’ Liberty audio re-

cordings of our paper, other publications, and many meet-
ings. Playlists include:

• Solidarity Newspaper
• Pamphlets, publications beyond Solidarity
• Public meetings
• Fighting racism: pamphlets and more
• Solidarność: The workers’ movement and the rebirth of 

Poland in 1980-81
• Environmental pamphlet and meetings

See workersliberty.org/audio for episodes, and for information 
on subscribing and using podcasts. All recent episodes can 
be found through most podcast providers: search “Workers’ 
Liberty” or “Solidarity & More”. □

An XR activist blocks a road
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On the streets with Solidarity
By Martin Thomas

The year from March 2020 to March 
2021 was the first big break in the 

activity of Marxists selling socialist 
newspapers on the streets, in pro-
tests, door-to-door, and in meetings, 
since the Social Democratic Federation 
launched its weekly, Justice, in 1884.

Even before that, the Chartist move-
ment, and the “Owenite” socialist 
movement, centred much of their life 
round the production and selling of 
newspapers. But for the last year we 
have had no in-person meetings; most 
of the time, relatively few street pro-
tests; and street stalls and door-to-door 
sales have been more difficult.

As they start again, and as even 
in-person meetings may well soon re-
turn (at least until a possible virus “third 
wave”), we have to re-learn some habits 
and skills, and make some new adjust-
ments.

Although street footfall is still low and 
demonstrations have not been huge, 
this writer’s experience since March is 
of one of the best times for selling so-
cialist newspapers in my 50-odd years’ 
experience, outside high points around 
big strikes in the 1970s and 80s.

My guess is that many people have 
an interest in left-wing ideas but find 
the left inaccessible “in real life”, so are 
ready to check out a socialist newspa-
per which might give a window into 
that apparently inaccessible left. In any 
case, the statistics are there: even over 
the last year, street stalls and sales at 
protests have yielded as big a flow of 
new people giving contact details to 
keep in touch with Workers’ Liberty as 
our Zoom meetings, and a bigger flow 
than any other activity.

And paper-selling is an activity in 
which newer, younger activists can (all 
other things equal) do better than the 
older and more experienced.

Our teens and early 20s are gener-
ally a sociable and energetic phase 
of our lives. A new activist of that age 
will generally be more approachable, 
friendlier, more enthusiastic, more wel-
coming, and a better listener. As we get 
older, we get sourer and grumpier. Rev-
olutionary commitment can limit our 
loss of mental elasticity, but scarcely 
prevent it altogether.

Long years of study and experience 
make better public speakers and de-
baters, more fluent writers, more astute 
union reps. They improve our political 
judgement on complex issues. But the 
new recruit can do better in the day-
to-day staple of making our socialist 
ideas and activity accessible than the 
old hand.

Passing a street stall, or meeting us 
on a protest, some people refuse to 
buy Solidarity for “deliberate” reasons. 
As many, probably, don’t buy because 

we do too little to make it easy for them 
and to make ourselves accessible.

Some don’t notice us: the stall and 
the paper-seller are on the margins of 
their perception, just another item of 
a busy streetscape. I was walking on 
her university campus with my older 
daughter. We passed the stall which 
another socialist group did regularly at 
a well-chosen site. I asked my daugh-
ter what she thought of them. She 
had never noticed the stall! And that’s 
someone left-minded and observant.

It’s down to us to make it easier for 
people to notice us, and to approach 
them to sell rather than signalling that 
it’s down to them to take the initiative, 
or even that an approach to buy will be 
unwelcome or expose them to hector-
ing or browbeating.

Accessibility
Socialists standing in front of a stall, 
blocking access to it for others; clutch-
ing papers tight as if to signal that any-
one wanting to buy must make a effort 
to wrest them away; chatting to each 
other so that those interested in get-
ting the paper perceive that they can’t 
do so without breaking into a private 
conversation: all those habits make us 
inaccessible.

We have to relearn how to make 
ourselves accessible. Arrive early and 
leave late at demonstrations and meet-
ings. Make the paper available when 
people are otherwise waiting around 
and can most easily spare attention. 
Circulate, rather than standing on the 
spot. Approach people individually. 
Offer them the paper directly. Ask them 
if they want to have a look. If they are 
interested, but think it’s a freesheet, tell 
them that it’s a weekly and we need 
their 50p or £1 to produce the next 
week’s issue. Be polite, take no for an 
answer, but make it as easy as possible 

for shy or unconfident people to check 
out the paper. Keep street-stall spells 
short (45 minutes), and take breaks on 
long protests, so that you keep commu-
nicating energy and enthusiasm.

Staring glumly at passers-by can 
communicate that you don’t really ex-
pect or want anyone to buy. The more 
approachable, friendly, open, confi-
dent, and energetic we are, the more 
we avoid those negative signals, and 
the more accessible we are. Newer, 
younger people do that best.

Conversations
Some of us, like this writer, grow up as 
shy and socially-awkward teenagers. 
At first it’s an effort to think of the pa-
per-sale activity in terms of the hesi-
tancies of the prospective buyer rather 
than in terms of our own anxieties. The 
“social skills” we need for that effort are 
the same as those we need to “get on 
with” others at work or in class, to make 
friends, and so on. Also, the same as 
we need to be good socialists in our 
workplace or on our campus or in our 
circle of friends, to do the basic work of 
one-to-one conversation about social-
ist ideas.

They are a first step to the more diffi-
cult skills we develop later as we grow 
as socialists: public speaking, studying, 
writing, debating, standing up for our-
selves and others against bosses or bu-
reaucrats, judging complex situations, 
organising.

Some technology has changed 
even since 2020. The pandemic has 
increased the number of people who 
don’t carry cash. To make it easy for 
them to buy papers, we all need to have 
card readers linked to smartphones, to 
take card payments.

To date we have used Zettle card 
readers. The newer Square card read-
ers are cheaper and more compact, 

and a Square account and app on your 
phone also enable the fallback of tak-
ing payments directly on the phone 
(though by the buyer keying in card de-
tails, which is slower than offering them 
a contactless card reader).

Slatted metal tables for street stalls 
are more durable than the traditional 
paste tables, and more portable (they 
fold down to fit in a bag which can be 
carried over the shoulder or on the 
back of a bike).

Sign-up sheets with the proper Gen-
eral Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 
wording make it easy for a buyer to 
express interest in being kept in touch 
further. Have some words ready in your 
head to start conversation with the 
buyer while they’re fumbling for their 
card or their change, ask some non-in-
trusive questions, tell them a few things 
about what we’re doing, make it easy 
for them to talk further.

“A newspaper”, wrote Lenin, “is not 
only a collective propagandist and a 
collective agitator, it is also a collective 
organiser”. Websites and social media 
supplement papers, but cannot replace 
them. Each paper sold hand-to-hand 
“comes with” a person you can talk 
with, and each active socialist “comes 
with” papers which identify them politi-
cally as part of a collective and tells the 
diffident or tentatively interested who 
they can talk with if they want to find 
out about socialist activity.

Two other sentences from Lenin can 
be our motto as we re-learn after lock-
down. “Revolutionary experience and 
organisational skills are things that 
come with time — if there is the desire 
to develop the necessary qualities in 
oneself. In a revolutionary cause, an 
awareness of our failings is more than 
halfway to fixing them!” □

Papers, mask, clipboard, phone, card-reader, the 
socialist activist carries with them at all times. 

Then for the stall: table, books, red cloth,
collecting tin and hand sanitiser 

https://youtube.com/c/WorkersLibertyUK
https://workersliberty.org/meetings
http://workersliberty.org/audio
https://register.izettle.com/gb
https://register.izettle.com/gb
https://squareup.com/gb/en/hardware/reader
https://squareup.com/gb/en/hardware/reader
https://squareup.com/signup/gb
https://squareup.com/gb/en/app
https://www.argos.co.uk/product/9278211
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Students rebel against uniforms
By Katy Dollar

Girls at King David High School, a 
Jewish school in Childwall, say 

they want to be able to wear trousers 
like the boys — as well as questioning 
policy over a ban on leggings in PE. 
They have handed in a petition, calling 
for changes, which has so far attracted 
more than 300 signatures.

The petition, started by pupil Laura 
Starkey, states: “We want justice for 
female students in our school and the 
freedom to express ourselves without 
being limited to things that boys can 
do and we cannot.”

King David head teacher Michael Sut-
ton has defended the uniform on reli-
gious grounds, as if that were proof it 
could not be sexist. He said: “As an Or-
thodox Jewish School, our longstand-
ing uniform policy is an expression of 
our ethos, as is the case in many other 

schools of a religious character around 
the country… We are proud to be a 
school that places equality, inclusivity 
and respect for Jewish values at the 
centre of everything that we do.”

The petition objecting to oppressive 
uniforms is not the first this year. Pupils 
at Pimlico Academy had started a pe-
tition in response to the school’s strict 
new uniform policy, which stated that 
hairstyles that “block the views of oth-
ers” would not be permitted and hijabs 
should not be “too colourful”. In re-
sponse, the pupils accused the school’s 
management of racism.

The petition stated: “We as students 
have the right to express ourselves 
however we choose, and also have the 
right to have our natural hair whether 
it be big hair [or] small hair or loads of 
facial hair or no facial hair,”

It is routine for school girls to be de-
nied time in the classroom because 
their knees, shoulders or cleavage are 
considered inappropriate and in need 
of covering up. This privileges the so-
cietal sexualisation of their adolescent 
bodies over their own right to learn. 

It is normal for students to be sent 
home or removed from class for being 
scruffy. This perpetuates a bizarre myth 
that learning is somehow improved by 
wearing bad impressions of adult busi-
ness attire.

It is great to see school uniforms in-
creasingly questioned by students. 
Uniforms are often defended on the 
basis that reducing difference between 
children reduces bullying. The idea that 
making poor families buy additional 
branded clothes helps even out wealth 
inequality is preposterous. The idea 
that bullying is caused by the differ-
ence of the victim, rather than the poor 
empathy and emotional regulation of 
the perpetrator, is dangerous.

This argument played out in 2016 
when headteacher Dr Tracey Jones 
sent 29 girls home as a result of their 
clothing choices for their own “pro-
tection”. She said: “skinny-fit trousers 
and short skirts are not flattering to the 
larger girl and make her prone to mean 
comments from peers.”

Let’s hope the fight back against uni-
forms continues! In France, Germany, 

USA school uniforms are rare, and in 
Wales school uniforms are gender-neu-
tral. □

The Wretched of The Earth, 60 years on
By Len Glover

Frantz Fanon was only 36 
when he died but in his 

short life he wrote one of the 
classic anti-colonial works of 
all time. The Wretched of the 
Earth became one of the best-
known revolutionary texts of 
that stormy decade. It was first 
published in France in 1961: 
an extract in May, exactly 60 
years ago, in the magazine 
Les Temps Modernes, then the 
whole book in December.

Fanon was born into a rela-
tively privileged background 
in the French colony of Mar-
tinique in the Caribbean. He 
left, aged 18, to join the Free 
French forces towards the end 
of World War 2 and went on 
to study medicine and psychi-
atry in France. In 1953 he ac-
cepted a hospital post in the 
French colony of Algeria at a 
time when the movement for 
independence was gaining 
momentum. 

Armed struggle com-
menced in the next year and 
Fanon found himself treating 
both wounded French soldiers 
and Algerians, some of whom 
had been tortured. The experi-
ence persuaded him to throw 
in his lot with the anti-colonial 

movement. He joined the FLN 
(National Liberation Front — 
the Algerian independence 
movement), resigned from his 
hospital in 1956, and moved 
to Tunisia (which served as an 
exile base for the FLN). There, 
he helped to train Algerian 
medical personnel and edit 
El Moudjahid (“Holy Warrior”), 
the FLN’s news bulletin.

Later, he served for a time 
as the FLN representative in 
Ghana.

Suffering from leukaemia, 
he was moved to the USA 
for treatment but died late in 
1961. Algeria won its inde-
pendence in the following 
year.

The Wretched of the Earth 
was anything but a humble 
reasoned plea for an end to 
colonialism; it was a loud, 
angry, call to arms. Fanon saw 
armed struggle as integral to 
the winning of independence 
and did not shy away from ad-
vocating violence,

“At the level of individuals, 
violence is a cleansing force. 
It frees the native from his in-
feriority complex and from his 
despair and inaction; it makes 
him fearless and restores his 
self-respect”.

In that spirit of uncompro-

mising militancy that Fanon 
praised the 1954 victory of 
the Viet-Minh (the early name 
for the “Vietcong”) against the 
French at Dien Bien Phu. He 
argues that much more was 
needed in the anti-colonial 
struggle than spontaneous 
outbursts of resistance. To 
underline the point he drew 
the readers’ attention to the 
1947-48 uprising of the Mala-
gasy people (of Madagascar), 
largely unarmed, who were 
slaughtered in their thousands 
by the French colonial author-
ities.

He was scathing about the 
emerging bourgeoisie of the 
colonial countries, their at-
tempts to strike a deal with the 

departing or departed powers, 
and their copycat European 
style parliamentary politics, 
which all too often ended up 
as a hollow sham. He called for 
the oppressed to renew their 
sense of history and their own 
worth. As a trained psychia-
trist he was deeply concerned 
about the mental disorders 
brought on by colonialism — a 
sense of inferiority, depression 
and the after-effects of torture, 
widely employed in Algeria.

There were gaps. Fanon 
said little about the position 
of women in colonial societies 
and seemed at ease with Islam 
as one of the prime voices of 
the FLN. Much of the vigour 
of the anti-colonial resistance 
and culture that he advocated 
so powerfully and eloquently 
was, after independence, lost 
to regimes that, often, includ-
ing in Algeria, became one 
party states and bywords for 
dictatorship and corruption.

Thirty years after his death, 
Algeria was convulsed by a 
bloody civil war between the 
government and Islamic fun-
damentalists after the FLN 
government annulled the elec-
tion of 1991 which looked like 
allowing the Islamic Salvation 
Front to sweep to power. 

Why the revolutionary po-
tential of the anti-colonial 
struggle, in Africa and else-
where, dissipated like that is 
a big question. However, it is 
the question that constantly 
looms over a re-reading of The 
Wretched of the Earth.

Ironically his birthplace, Mar-
tinique, today is not independ-
ent. It has the status of a French 
Overseas Department. In other 
words, it is part of France.

That might suggest that 
Fanon’s political goals and his 
analysis were wasted or misdi-
rected, yet he spoke to thou-
sands, probably millions, of 
people in the so-called “Third 
World” with a power and di-
rectness rarely heard before 
or since. His voice remains the 
voice of the oppressed. 

The words of the opening 
paragraph of his conclusion 
are worth repeating. They 
echo down to us through the 
years. “Come, then, comrades; 
it would be as well to decide 
at once to change our ways. 
We must shake off the heavy 
darkness in which we were 
plunged, and leave it behind. 
The new day which is already 
at hand must find us firm, pru-
dent and resolute”. □

Women’s 
Fightback

Women’s Fightback is a socialist 
feminist publication by 

Workers’ Liberty. Order issue 25, 
Spring 2021, for £1 — or cheaper in 
bulk! □
workersliberty.org/publications
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Scrap the Thatcher anti-union laws! No shortcuts!
By Sacha Ismail

On 1 May a “May Day man-
ifesto” by John Hendy 

and Keith Ewing was pub-
lished in the Morning Star, 
under the headline “A New 
Deal for Workers”. A New 
Deal for Workers is a slogan 
that has been used by the 
TUC and various unions, par-
ticularly the Communication 
Workers’ Union (CWU); this is 
a new attempt to flesh it out.

There is much in the doc-
ument worth comment and 
discussion. On the crucial 
issue of the right to strike and 
repealing the anti-trade union 
laws, it is weak.

Hendy and Ewing are lead-
ing lights in the Institute of 
Employment Rights (IER). In 
recent years the IER has fo-
cused heavily on expanding 
collective bargaining be-
tween unions and employers, 
particularly over wages, terms 
and conditions, increasingly fading out 
the issue of the right to strike. The “New 
Deal for Workers” manifesto reflects 
this trend. [The focus is on legislation 
for “minimum terms and conditions 
fixed by negotiation in each industry 
and sector of the economy” on the 
model of the old Trade Boards of 1909, 
renamed Wages Councils of 1945, tri-
partite bodies of union reps, bosses, 
and “independents”, abolished in steps 
in 1986 and 1993].

In almost 4,000 words, all it has to say 
about the right to strike is:

“Redressing the imbalance of power 
also requires greater legal rights for 
trade unions in terms of access to 
workplaces and the right to strike in ac-
cordance with international law — not 
unlimited but freed from much of the 
current statutory shackles.”

Nothing is said about the Police Bill 
or other restrictions on the right to or-
ganise and protest either.

What does “not unlimited” mean? 
Why doesn’t the manifesto explain? 
Which of the current “shackles” do the 
authors think should remain? 

In the 1970s, before the Thatcherite 
anti-union laws, it was hard enough to 
strike and picket effectively — as the 
case of the Shrewsbury 24 illustrates. 
We need to remove all the Thatch-
erite restrictions put in place from 
1980 and go further by replacing them 
with clear positive legal rights to strike 
and picket. [The legal protections for 
strikes in British law before 1980, dat-
ing from the 1906 Trades Disputes Act, 
were negative, exempting unions from 
being sued by bosses to recoup losses 
caused by strikes].

As the motion proposed by the Fire 
Brigades Union and passed at TUC 
Congress 2019 put it: “workers need 

strong rights to join, recruit to and be 
represented by an independent union; 
strike/take industrial action by a pro-
cess, at a time and for demands of their 
own choosing, including in solidarity 
with any other workers and for broader 
social and political goals; and picket 
freely”.

We need to repeal all the laws which 
contradict these rights, and enshrine 
rights in positive legislation (“repeal 
and replace”).

Collective begging
In terms of collective bargaining, as 
the IER itself used to say, “collective 
bargaining without the right to strike is 
collective begging”.

The extensive system of collective 
bargaining in the post-war decades, 
which came to cover more than 80% of 
workers in the UK as opposed to 25% as 
at present, was to a large extent brought 
about and shaped by a culture of mili-
tant — very often “unofficial” — industrial 
action. (We leave aside here criticisms 
of this system from a working-class 
point of view.) That was possible be-
cause the post-war Labour government 
repealed all the restrictions on strikes 
and organising introduced by the To-
ries in the 1920s — restrictions much 
less extensive than the current ones — 
and the labour movement successfully 
defended these freedoms in the 1960s 
and 1970s.

Without restoring and expanding 
freedom for workers to self-organise 
and take action, we are unlikely to win 
any kind of collective bargaining sys-
tem that will substantially benefit the 
working class.

To think that, without a major revival 
of strikes and struggles, the working 
class can organise itself to defend and 
assert its interests effectively, let alone 
confront the power of the bosses and 

start to transform society, is unserious. 
The anti-union laws were introduced 
precisely in order to suppress such 
struggles and the possibility of them 
reviving. We should defy them when 
possible and necessary. They need to 
go — all of them.

The 2019 TUC Congress resolved: 
“that the General Council will ensure 
that these demands [the rights set out 
in the section quoted above and, to 
achieve them, “the repeal of all anti-un-
ion laws”] are central to all campaign-
ing around employment and workers’ 
rights, such as the New Deal Charter” 
(the idea from which the Hendy-Ewing 
manifesto has sprung).

Inaction
Yet despite the clear position taken by 
TUC Congress (and the conferences 
of many individual unions, and the La-
bour Party), this has not happened. Not 
in terms of the TUC’s campaigning; or 
the campaigning of most union leader-
ships; or organisations like the IER.

The demand to repeal the anti-un-
ion laws has continued to gain ground 
among trade union, Labour and left ac-
tivists, but evidently not yet enough to 
force its adoption and championing by 
the hierarchies of the movement — de-
spite conference votes.

To further illustrate what seems to 
be the underlying disagreement, look 
back to 2019. In July that year, the 
Morning Star published an article by a 
close collaborator of Hendy and Ewing, 
Andy Green, attacking Free Our Un-
ions. Green argued that a Labour gov-
ernment “could and should… restore a 
right to strike without necessarily mak-
ing a public bonfire of the Thatcherite 
Acts of Parliament”. He argued for the 
labour movement to “reject the abso-
lutism” of our campaign.

[Free Our Unions] published a reply 

by Riccardo la Torre and 
Becky Crocker. As Matt Wrack 
[general secretary of the Fire 
Brigades Union] put it reply-
ing to Green in the Morning 
Star:

“It is not at all clear what he 
means by this [about not hav-
ing a “bonfire” of anti-union 
laws]. Is the argument that it 
is technically possible to re-
move the legal restrictions on 
trade union action imposed 
since 1980 without actually 
repealing the Tory laws?

“Or is it a political argu-
ment that we should aim for 
‘a’ right to strike — undefined 
here — but not to remove all 
the restrictions? If so, what 
restrictions should we favour 
a Labour government keep-
ing?”

It’s the same sort of ambi-
guity and the same problem 
now: “not unlimited but freed 
from much of the current stat-
utory shackles”.

Those who are serious about reviving 
and growing the labour movement as 
an effective instrument of working-class 
self-assertion must fight for the policy 
agreed at TUC Congress in 2019 to be 
campaigned for and carried out. We 
must fight to overturn all the anti-trade 
union laws, back to the very first one 
introduced under Thatcher, as a nec-
essary step in winning a strong right to 
strike. That is an essential part of any 
substantial “New Deal for Workers”.

Moreover this must be proclaimed 
and argued for explicitly and vocally. 
Making the demand to repeal the an-
ti-union laws widely understood and 
popular among labour movement 
activists is a necessary condition for 
making it understood and popular in 
society. □

• Republished from Free Our Unions

Our pamphlets
Browse, download, buy, or listen 

to our pamphlets including:

• The German Revolution: selected 
writings of Rosa Luxemburg

• For Workers’ Climate Action
• Two Nations, Two States 
• Workers Against Slavery
• How to Beat the Racists
• Remain and Rebel
• Shapurji Saklatvala: Socialist 

Rebel in Parliament
• Stalinism in the International 

Brigades
• Left Antisemitism: What it is and 

How to Fight it
• Arabs, Jews, and Socialism: So-

cialist Debates on Israel/Palestine □
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Alliances, “anti-monopoly” and other
By Luke Hardy

Andrew Northall, in his reply to Jim 
enham on the “Anti-Monopoly Alli-

ance” in Solidarity 589, writes:
“Jim says... the Labour Party and 

unions are the arena for the debates 
and struggles that take place within 
the British working-class movement’. 
Really? So Black Lives Matter, Reclaim 
These Streets, the Sarah Everard pro-
tests, opposition to the Police Bill etc., 
are down to the Labour Party and the 
trade unions or not relevant to ‘the Brit-
ish working class movement’?” By con-
trast, Andrew writes: “The strategy of 
the BRS [Britain’s Road to Socialism, the 
Communist Party of Britain program] is 
precisely to transform the current mi-
nority and sectional role of the labour 
movement into leading an overwhelm-
ing majority of the working class for 
socialism, not by burrowing deep into 
the Labour Party, but transforming the 
labour movement through building 
alliances with the wide range of pro-
gressive and democratic movements 
fighting against exploitation, oppres-
sion and all the negative impacts cap-
italism has on all aspects of our lives”.

In fact, as Andrew must know, sup-
porters of Solidarity have mobilised for 
the Kill The Bill and BLM demonstra-
tions, and other actions outside Labour 
and trade-union routines like climate 
protests, whereas the Morning Star is 
invisible in such activities and more 
likely to be seen at higher levels of the 
trade-union and Labour machinery.

The original British Road to Social-
ism from 1951 until the late 70s was 
very much about “burrowing” into the 
Labour party and trade-union move-
ment. It saw socialism as coming via 
an alliance between a left leadership 
of the Labour Party, a left-led trade 
union bureaucracy, and the Communist 
Party. The “Anti Monopoly Alliance” tag 
meant mostly that the immediate goal 
of the alliance was not to be the over-
throw of capitalism but rather a stage 
of “anti-monopoly” capitalism and na-
tional economic autarky as set out in 
the so-called Alternative Economic Pol-
icy. Alliances with “progressive” forces 
outside the working class were advo-
cated to win that intermediate stage, 
but for the original BRS, the existing la-
bour movement with all its bureaucratic 
limitations, its existing consciousness, 
and (a section of) its existing leadership 
were at the heart of it.

The “Anti-Monopoly Alliance” which 
Andrew presents is a reworking of 
a  reworking. As socialists and the la-
bour movement suffered a series of 
defeats from the late 70s onwards, the 
leadership of the Communist Party of 

Britain proposed a new sort of “alli-
ance”.  They saw the labour movement 
as predetermined in a “minority and 
sectional role” by the development of 
capitalism. Eric Hobsbawm elaborated 
the argument in The Forward March of 
Labour Halted (1978). The Communist 
Party (CP) leadership evolved over the 
course of the late 70s and 1980s to a 
position where the labour movement 
and working class were to be just one 
part of a “Broad Democratic Alliance”. 
The shared ground of this broad demo-
cratic alliance wasn’t anti-capitalism, or 
even being at the sharp end of capital-
ist oppression.

Shopkeepers, farmers, 
businessmen

In 1979 Mick Costello, industrial organ-
iser of the CP, wrote: “The alliance in-
volves forces beyond the working class. 
These include the important strata of 
the liberal professions, doctors and 
lawyers, people in the top fields of sci-
ence, culture and sport, the self-em-
ployed, the shopkeepers, small farmers 
and businessmen, the church, many in 
the state machine itself — the army and 
police. These sections of the popula-
tion have to be won to the alliance if 
they are not to remain seeing their in-
terests falsely as tied up with the ruling 
class, and thereby contributing to the 
maintenance of bourgeois rule”.

This wasn’t a matter of seeking in-
dividual recruits from the better-off 
classes, as socialists have always done. 
The diverse and in some cases fun-
damentally conflicting whole interest 
groups to which Costello appealed 
could not be united with the organised 
labour movement on the ground of so-
cialism. What do the typical business-
man, the police officer, or army officer 
have to gain from that?

The CP and others advocated a unity 
that could include the Labour right, 
the Social Democratic Party (SDP, a 
Labour split soon subsumed into the 
Lib-Dems), Liberals, the Church, and 
“wet” Tories, around an (ill-defined) 
programme of democratic reform, 
against Thatcherism, and supposedly 
draw in the “social movements” too.

When it came to the test, in the key 
conflict of the 1980s when Thatcher’s 
project could have been defeated, the 
miners’ strike, the bourgeois elements 
of the potential alliance — the SDP, the 
Labour right, liberal newspapers etc. — 
did not rally to the miners’ banner. They 
actively feared a victory for the miners. 
Many CP members were active in the 
miners’ struggle, but the CP leadership 
responded by largely ignoring the sub-
ject to continue courting Kinnock and 
the SDP. By contrast the best elements 
in the women’s movement, the gay 
liberation movement, and anti-racist 
movement understood the centrality 
of class struggle and the victory of the 
working class movement to ending op-
pression, and so offered heroic solidar-
ity which the miners reciprocated.

The old CP fell apart in the late 1980s. 
A minority closer to the 50s-70s British 
Road to Socialism formed the Commu-
nist Party of Britain (in 1988) and kept 
control of the Morning Star. The CP ma-
jority leadership dissolved their party in 
1991, and scattered.

The original 50s-70s British Road to 
Socialism from the 50s to the 70s was 
based on an optimism that the labour 
movement and “socialism” worldwide 
were steadily “marching forward”, so 
that for the victory of socialism in Brit-
ain the labour movement needed only 
unity and a confident “left” bureaucratic 
leadership. The main thread of CPB’s 
version of socialist strategy today is a 
subdued and downbeat version of the 
same story. Echoes of the 70s-80s ver-
sion of the “Broad Democratic Alliance” 
still rattle around the CPB today, as An-
drew’s letter shows.

Disillusioned by the defeats of the 
1970s and 80s, and the crumbling and 
collapse of what they thought to be 
“really existing socialism” in Eastern Eu-
rope and the USSR, the old leadership 
of the CP took the opposite conclusion 
that the working class could not achieve 
socialism via its own organisations and 
required alliances with elements of the 
bourgeoisie to achieve even the most 
moderate objectives. Increasing num-
bers of them came to think, with some 
good reason, that those more moder-

ate objectives were in fact better than 
the sort of “socialism” they had previ-
ously endorsed.

Workers’ Liberty believes that, in 
Marx’s words, “the emancipation of the 
working classes must be conquered by 
the working classes themselves”.

That includes emancipation from all 
forms of oppression inherent in capital-
ist class rule: racism, misogyny, homo-
phobia, and transphobia. That’s why we 
fight for the labour movement to take 
up those fights and to become as Lenin 
said a “tribune of the oppressed”.

In the green movements or Black 
Lives Matters protests or such, we 
argue for a working class orientation, 
because it’s the working class organ-
ised as a class that has the agency and 
social power to bring about the over-
throw of capitalism.

We know the importance of unity and 
left leadership in the labour movement 
itself, but of themselves, those will not 
bring victory. Hostile ideas pervade our 
class, leading it to defeat, nationalism, 
reformism, and most pertinently Sta-
linism. Our unions suffer from bureau-
cracies. Their leadership and officers, 
whether right or left, are divorced from 
the day-to-day struggle or interests of 
workers.

We prioritise the need for the la-
bour movement to be rebuilt root and 
branch, for socialism from below, for 
political education, for rank and file 
leadership and the building of a real 
internationalist workers’ movement. 
There is no national road to socialism. 
There is no socialism in one country. □

Anti-racist 
resources

We have compiled various an-
ti-racist resources to learn 

about anti-racist movements, and 
arm yourself with ideas to beat back 
racism: readings and pamphlets, 
video and audio.

See workersliberty.org/anti-racist-
resources □
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Turkey revolutionised, Kurds crushed
By Pete Boggs

Second of a series of articles on the 
Kurds in Turkey. The first was in Solidar-
ity 589.

The Ottoman Empire fought along-
side Germany in the First World 

War, and surrendered to the Allies in 
October 1918. This allowed the Allies 
to occupy Constantinople and begin 
plans to carve up the Ottoman territo-
ries. In 1920 the Ottomans and the Al-
lies signed the Treaty of Sèvres, which 
left part of Anatolia to the Ottoman 
Empire, but ceded parts of the western 
empire to Greece, and parcelled out 
areas into “zones” to be controlled by 
Italy, France, and Britain. It recognised 
an independent Armenian state, and 
made vague plans for a referendum 
to be held on Kurdish independence, 
centred around the city of Mosul in 
modern-day Iraq.

This referendum would not come. 
Whilst these negotiations were taking 
place in occupied Constantinople, the 
Ottoman general Mustafa Kemal (later 
known as Atatürk) had established a 
provisional government in Anatolia of 
the Turkish nationalist movement, fight-
ing the invading Greek army in the west 
and the Sèvres-created Republic of Ar-
menia in the east. The nationalists won 
those wars, and nullified the Treaty of 
Sèvres. In 1923 the Treaty of Lausanne 
acknowledged this fact, and the Turk-
ish Republic was declared in the same 
year.

Once in power, Mustafa Kemal car-
ried out extensive reforms with the aim 
of consolidating Turkey’s independ-
ence, and transforming it into a mod-
ern and advanced nation-state of the 
Turkish people. Two of the chief targets 
of the reforms were Islamic “reaction” 
and national minorities which might 
threaten the integrity of the new Turk-
ish state. Those two worries made the 
government especially hostile towards 
the Kurdish population in southeast 
Turkey, who were mostly Sunni Muslims 
or Alevis.

The Caliphate [the post, notion-

ally, of hereditary supreme 
ruler of the Muslim world] 
was abolished in 1924, and 
non-Turkish minorities were 
designated for either expul-
sion or cultural assimilation. 
The Kurds were in the latter 
category: to be “Turkified”. 
On that, the Republic contin-
ued the war policy of the late 
Ottoman Empire.

The Turkish attitude to 
the Kurds was worsened by 
the British Empire. Despite 
maintaining Turkey, the Turk-
ish Republic did not keep 
the Ottoman Empire’s Arab 
possessions after the war, and Iraq was 
governed under a British mandate. The 
British installed King Faisal I as a Brit-
ish-friendly ruler, but retained control 
over the area around Mosul, which had 
extensive oil fields. 60% of the popu-
lation in the region were Kurds. They 
wanted an independent state. Faisal’s 
British backers used the Kurds to keep 
Faisal in check, as they were sympa-
thetic to the British mandate, and the 
Sunni Faisal needed them demograph-
ically to offset the Shia population. 

The Turkish Republic wanted Mosul 
for itself, both out of irredentism and 
for its oil. The Kurds were generally 
seen as strategically allied with British 
imperialism, and more importantly Tur-
key feared that British encouragement 
of Kurdish national ambitions in Iraq 
would spread to Kurds in southeast Tur-
key. The Soviet Union and the Commu-
nist Party of Turkey also associated the 
Kurds with British imperialism, and saw 
Mustafa Kemal as wavering between a 
principled anti-imperialist alliance with 
Russia or a pragmatic concession to the 
British Empire.

Uprising
In 1925, thousands of Kurds rose up in 
Eastern Anatolia under the leadership 
of Sheikh Said, calling for an independ-
ent Kurdistan and the restoration of the 
Caliphate. The Turkish state responded 
with a brutal campaign of bombing 
and burning villages, and after the re-
bellion carried out extensive political 
repression. Indiscriminate killings and 
mass executions were carried out by 
the army, and many Kurds fled to the 
French Mandate of Syria. The rebellion 
also prompted the state to expand the 
programme of “Turkification” against 
the Kurds, restarting the wartime de-
portations of Kurds in order to weaken 
their national cohesion.

The traditional Kemalist historical in-
terpretation of this rebellion in Turkey is 
that it was a tribal and theocratic affair, 
centrally concerned with protecting 
the interests of feudal and religiously 
reactionary landlords against Mustafa 
Kemal’s modernising reforms. This 
denial of Kurdish national identity in 
the revolt is emblematic of the Turkish 

state’s standard approach to the “Kurd-
ish question”: to deny or downplay its 
existence and characterise strife in the 
southeast as resulting from cultural or 
economic backwardness. 

These claims of traditional Turkish 
historiography are not strictly false. 
Sheikh Said was leading a class strug-
gle of the Kurdish aghas (feudal lords) 
against the Turkish state, and the rebel-
lion was promoted on explicit religious 
grounds. Such aspects are part and 
parcel of the contradictions in national 
liberation struggles, which can often 
have seriously reactionary elements 
despite responding to a real oppres-
sion. Many anti-colonial struggles have 
taken on popular Islamism, such as the 
Mahdist War against the British Empire 
in Sudan, or Imam Shamyl’s resistance 
to the Tsarist Empire in the Caucasus.

“Modernising”
Many of Mustafa Kemal’s broader 
modernising reforms also targeted the 
Kurds. In 1934 the Surname Law was 
passed, requiring all citizens to pick 
a Western-style family surname. As 
part of the Turkification policy, these 
surnames had to be Turkish, and ref-
erences to or grammatical forms from 
other languages such as Kurdish were 
expressly forbidden. This even ex-
tended to the use of the letters ‘Q’, ‘W’, 
or ‘X’, as they are present in the Kurdish 
alphabet but not Turkish. Many non-
Turks chose heavily Turkish names in 
order to more easily assimilate, so the 
surname Türkoğlu (son of Turks) is com-
mon amongst Kurdish people today.

There were a number of 
Kurdish revolts in the 1920s 
and 1930s. Alongside the 
Sheikh Said rebellion, there 
were the two Dersim rebel-
lions in 1937 and 1938, some-
times known as the “Dersim 
massacre”, due to the hyper-
violent Turkish response. The 
rebellions were prompted by 
Turkish assimilationist poli-
cies. The 1934 Turkish Reset-
tlement Law extended the 
deportations of Kurds with 
the aim of creating a Turkish 
cultural homogeneity, and 
Dersim’s name was changed 

to Tunceli.
Civilians and combatants alike were 

massacred: the government’s own re-
port claimed that 13,160 civilians were 
killed by the army, but other estimates 
of the death count have been much 
higher.

Throughout Atatürk’s rule (1923-
1938) the Communist Party of Tur-
key (TKP) was broadly supportive of 
the Turkish government, with some 
guarded criticisms and occasional re-
versals. They saw Atatürk as a progres-
sive anti-imperialist who was dragging 
Turkey out of its feudal Ottoman past, 
and crucially they saw him as a poten-
tial ally for the Soviet Union. This was 
not merely the result of obedience to 
the Comintern: there was real sincerity 
in their overenthusiastic assessment of 
the Turkish state, and they understand-
ably saw an anti-British alliance be-
tween Turkey and Russia as important 
to Soviet survival. The TKP denounced 
the Sheikh Said rebellion as tribalism 
and banditry, and called on readers to 
support the government against this 
“black power”.

Later in the 1930s some dissidents 
within the TKP would argue that a sep-
arate Kurdish nation existed and was a 
colony of Turkey, but that view was un-
popular within the party, and the com-
munists assessed the Dersim rebellion 
as merely a feudal revolt. It would be 
decades until the Turkish left began to 
grapple with this legacy, and start to ac-
knowledge and fight against the colo-
nial oppression of Kurdistan. □

Cartoon from the newspaper Cumhuriyet depicting 
troops surrounding Sheik Said’s village of Palu

Mustafa Kemal, 1930s

Our videos!
Watch Workers’ Liberty’s videos and playlists, and subscribe to our youtube 

channel! Many have subtitles. Playlists include:
• The State, Crime, Prisons, and Police
• Socialist Feminism
• Black Lives Matter, videos around the movement and related topics
• Socialist commentary on the Covid-19 crisis
• ABCs of Marxism, an introductory series, still being added to
• An introduction to Marx’s Capital, in 19 parts, with Martin Thomas 
• Tubeworker/Off The Rails, videos by the producers of the bulletins □
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Wave of student action
By Abel Harvie-Clark

Students are protesting in occupa-
tions and rallies on campus around 

UK universities, finally able to employ 
in-person direct action after a year of 
mostly online organising. Rallies have 
been organised at the London School 
of Economics (LSE), Goldsmiths and 
SOAS in London, and the rent strike 
campaigns have launched a wave of 
occupations in Manchester, Notting-
ham, and two Sheffield universities.

On Wednesday 28 April, 300 people 
rallied at LSE in central London. The 
lively crowd heard speeches from the 
fee and rent strikes going on at the uni-
versity, as well as from the SOAS fee 
strike.

Students at LSE are demanding 
rent and tuition refunds through a full 
government bailout of the higher ed-
ucation sector, and condemned the 
marketised model currently in use.

LSE student campaigns are also back-

ing LSE cleaners’ demands, and mem-
bers of the cleaners’ union, UVW, spoke 
at the rally. 

Jeremy Corbyn’s presence helped 
boost attendance at the rally. The 
demonstration also heard a speech 
from a striking worker at Goodlord, a 
lettings agency currently trying to fire 
and rehire its lowest-paid staff mem-
bers. Goodlord benefits from many 
student letting arrangements, and stu-
dents have been showing solidarity on 
the picket lines.

A rally at Goldsmiths on Sunday 2 May 
ended a week of action there which has 
brought together the fee strike, the rent 
strike, and workers’ struggles under the 
banner of Goldsmiths Community Sol-
idarity. Speeches called for rigorous 
discussion on the demands and tactics 
of action, holding elected officers ac-
countable to an activist base, and cru-
cially widening participation through 
the student and staff body. 

At Sheffield Hallam university, stu-

dents are occupying in “an escalation of 
the rent strikes...” An occupier told Sol-
idarity: “The uni have refused to meet 
with the rent strike. They’ve ignored 
us.... We want them to open a dialogue 
with the rent strike. And since the oc-
cupation began they have agreed to 
that. The second demand is that we 
want them to to threaten to break the 
nomination agreements they have with 
private halls providers if they don’t pay 
students their rent back. The third de-
mand is for the university to change the 
way they deal with sexual violence and 
treat it a lot more seriously”.

“When we came in [to occupy], se-
curity assaulted some students and at 
first didn’t allow us access to cooking 
or washing facilities, but that’s all been 
sorted out now... The UCU [University 
and College Union] have put out a 
statement supporting us... The SU [Stu-
dent Union] have been good at mak-
ing sure that our welfare has been OK. 
They’ve lobbied the university about 

access to showers, a fridge and so on”. 
(More: bit.ly/hallam-rs)

The University of Sheffield is apply-
ing for an Interim Possession Order 
(IPO) over the entire university in order 
to evict the occupiers there, who are 
already being denied access to basic 
facilities and are being prevented from 
sleeping by security. The IPO they are 
asking from the court would last for 
one year, and threaten future occupa-
tions with custodial sentences of up to 
six months.

Despite that, the in-person actions 
energise and motivate students. Stu-
dents and staff will protest for the 
cleaners’ campaign at SOAS on Tues-
day 4 May, and more in-person protests 
are being planned for the near future. 
Action in this final term is important so 
that momentum can be sustained over 
summer. Building a national campaign 
with local activist groups spread across 
campuses is a priority to prepare more 
action in September. □

Arguing for a 
society based on 
human solidarity, 
social ownership 
of industry 
and banks, 
and political, 
economic 
and social 
democracy. 182 
pages. 
£5

Otto Rühle’s 
abridged 
version of 
Capital, putting 
aside current 
factual material, 
illustrations, 
polemics, is a 
good lead-in for 
the full book.

131 pages, £6

Fate of the Russian 
Revolution vol.1 £8

FRR vol. 2: The Two 
Trotskyisms £20

The Miners’ Strike 
1984-5 £9

1919: Strikes, 
struggles, soviets £4

In an Era of Wars 
and Revolutions £9

Class Politics and 
Anarchism £5

Gramsci in Context 
£6

Can Socialism 
Make Sense? £8

Defending the 
Bolsheviks and their 
relevance today.
312 pages, £10

Critical history of the 
disoriented left, and 
the way forward. 
408 pages, £12

A debate on reform, 
revolution, Labour, 
democracy, more. 
107 pages, £5

A socialist approach 
within recent “waves” 
of feminism.
102 pages, £5

The 1917’s 
revolution’s real 
history, and lessons. 
374 pages, £12

The history of 
Solidarność, from its 
dawn until the coup. 
116 pages, £5

A socialist dissection 
of Left antisemitism.
Third edition, 212 
pages, £5

Buy our books!
Order from workersliberty.org/publications

Browse, basket, and buy books, pamphlets, and publication bundles 
— and find more info, related resources, study guides, reviews and 

so on, from the same place. Some books are free to download or as 
audiobooks. Prices listed exclude postage and packaging: £1 for small 
items, £3 for larger items, free over £30. Every third publication will be 
half-price and 15% off over £50. □
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NEU: make defence of reps central!
By Pat Markey

Chaired by victimised National Ed-
ucation Union (NEU) rep Tracy 

McGuire, the Defend Victimised NEU 
Reps Zoom meeting on Thursday 29 
April heard from victimised NEU reps 
and how the fightback is shaping up.

First to address the meeting was Lou-
ise Lewis, NEU rep at North Hudders-
field Trust School, suspended last year 
after seeking to secure safer working 
during the pandemic. NEU members 
at the school voted for strike action to 
defend Louise and are striking for two 
days, with more to follow.

Kirstie Paton, a teacher at the John 
Roan School in Greenwich, London, for 
20 years, NEU rep, and an NEU Exec-
utive member, spoke about the cam-
paign to defend her from dismissal 
after she had spoken out about health 
and safety at the school, and specifi-
cally about the limitations of the use 
of lateral flow test as an alternative to 
staff and students who come into con-
tact with Covid-19 infections being sent 
home to isolate. NEU members at John 
Roan School are striking to defend 
Kirstie. Kirstie stressed that the cam-

paign was more than about defending 
her as a victimised rep, and urged the 
meeting to take up the fight against the 
wholesale academisation of all schools 
as the route that Gavin Williamson 
wants to go down.

Ian Forsyth spoke as a victimised 
NEU rep at Leaways Special School, 
in Clapton, London, which is run by an 

unscrupulous, profit-making company, 
the Kedleston Group. Since members 
struck in December over a host of is-
sues, six NEU members and reps have 
been unfairly disciplined or outright 
dismissed.

Their picket line has been supported 
by Diane Abbott MP, who wrote: ‘‘I have 
taken a close interest in this dispute, 

appearing on picket lines, producing a 
video and speaking at a public meet-
ing in support of the teachers. Leaways 
is a privately-owned special school for 
autistic children and others with special 
needs. It reportedly charges £50,000 
per pupil, a cost which is largely met by 
the public sector. Unfortunately... it is 
little more than a converted warehouse 
and it is surprising that it passes any 
suitability test as premises for teaching 
some of our most vulnerable children… 
The NEU union is right to fight for rec-
ognition and against victimisation of its 
representative. It is a basic right to join 
or organise a union, and it seems inap-
propriate that any public money is pro-
vided to an employer that tries to ban 
or bust unions. Hackney Council should 
examine its relationship with Leaways 
as a matter of urgency…”

Victimised NEU reps are organising 
and strikes are taking place under re-
ally difficult circumstances. The fight 
to defend workplace reps is not yet 
front and centre stage for the NEU as it 
needs to be. □

• More: facebook.com/
stopTUvictimisation

By Ollie Moore

The Communication Work-
ers Union (CWU) con-

tinues to tell its members 
in BT Group, including EE 
and Openreach workers, to 
“get ready to vote yes”, in a 
long-promised ballot for in-
dustrial action.

The union has held a se-
ries of well-attended online 
meetings for workers, most 
recently for EE workers on 
Tuesday 27 April. BT workers 
voted overwhelmingly in an 
indicative ballot in late 2020 
for industrial action. There 
has been an online campaign 
(“Count Me In”) building sup-
port for an apparently immi-
nent ballot. But there is still 
no timetable for the ballot 
itself.

On 30 April, a CWU state-
ment “last ditch talks [are] 
currently underway in a final 
push by the union to estab-
lish whether the company 
has any interest whatsoever 
in seeking to avert the BT-
wide industrial action ballot 

that the CWU is already com-
mitted to set in motion un-
less meaningful movement 
by management is secured 
imminently.”

Exactly what “meaningful 
movement” might consist 
of, and exactly how soon is 
“imminent”, was not spelled 
out. BT’s planned restructure 
will lead to significant attacks 
on terms and conditions, site 
closures, and job losses. CWU 
should already have balloted; 
it must not postpone any 
further. Further delays only 
benefit the bosses. □

CWU must ballot 
now on BT jobs

Gains at Go North West
By Darren Bedford

A nine-week long strike by 
bus drivers has forced 

Go North West to back down 
from a plan to impose new 
contracts via “fire and rehire”. 
Drivers who were sacked or 
disciplined for social media 
posts during the dispute 
will also be reinstated and 
have disciplinary sanctions 
dropped.

Although the details of the 
settlement are yet to be fi-
nalised, this appears to be a 
significant victory and a tes-
tament to the resolve of the 
workers involved in launching 
determined, indefinite strike 
action. For now, drivers are 
rightly continuing their strikes 
until a settlement is agreed. 
Activists say that Go North 
West’s commitment to back 
away from “fire and rehire” was 
also affected by the compa-
ny’s involvement in a bid for a 
contract in Sweden, where the 
practice is illegal.

With an ongoing employ-
ers’ offensive around “fire and 
rehire” tactics still underway, 
and with British Gas have suc-
ceeded in using the method 
to impose new contracts on 

its staff, sacking around 500 
engineers in the process, the 
Go North West win represents 
a significant counter-blow for 
the working class. Drivers will 
need to remain mobilised, and 
possibly take further action, to 
resist the introduction of worse 
terms via other means.

Unite has launched a na-
tional political campaign de-
manding “fire and rehire” 
tactics be made illegal, with its 
members holding workplaces 
demonstrations and other ac-
tivities at locations across the 
country. This is a positive move, 
in a context in which too few 
unions conduct any political 
campaigning at all to comple-
ment their industrial demands. 
However, Unite’s message is 
severely undermined by the 

fact that, in British Gas, the 
site of the most high-profile 
dispute against fire and re-
hire thus far, it agreed to the 
bosses’ new contracts and 
scabbed on GMB members’ 
strikes, signing a sweetheart 
deal offering more facility time 
for its own reps. British Gas en-
gineers report that Unite mem-
bers wanted to oppose the 
contracts and join the GMB’s 
dispute, but were overruled by 
union officials, including How-
ard Beckett, who claims to be 
a “left” candidate for the Unite 
general secretary position.

In London, Unite suspended 
strikes by drivers at London 
United, a subsidiary of French 
firm RATP, due for Monday 26 
April, after the employer made 
a new pay offer. The union has 
also given Metroline, one of 
the biggest bus companies 
in London, a 10 May dead-
line to fully withdraw a plan to 
impose remote booking-on 
procedures. Imposition was 
paused after London Mayor 
Sadiq Khan ordered a mora-
torium, but Metroline bosses 
have yet to formally scrap the 
plan. Metroline workers have 
voted by a 96% majority to 
strike. □
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Promotion and respect
By Emma Rickman

My line manager pulls me into his 
office and says: “I’m sure you’ve 

heard by now that A is retiring.” A is the 
plant compliance manager, meaning 
she makes sure the company sticks to 
its emissions limits. From what I know, 
she works from an office writing re-
ports to powerful agencies and issuing 
instructions to plant staff — health and 
safety bulletins, training requirements, 
and requests for data.

A is also the most “high up” of the 
four women on site, and outside of the 
managers’ office floor we barely see 
each other. She’s been kind to me, but 
also sometimes sexist and unhelpful. 
She happens to be my manager’s part-
ner.

My line manager says: “Would you 
like to train for A’s job as compliance 
manager?”

Me: “Oh — wow — that’s very senior?”
N: “You’ve got the communications 

skills — and plant knowledge. I’ve spo-
ken to your assessor, we could fast-
track you through the last bits of your 
apprenticeship. What was your degree 
in again... chemistry?”

Me: “English.”
N: “Well I think you’d like working on 

the emissions data and seeing how the 
analysers work? There’s a girl — sorry, 

woman — in Birmingham who works on 
compliance and she could train you. 
Then there’s other girls from across the 
country you’d be working with regu-
larly as part of the compliance team. 
You could shadow A from next week 
and we could get you in there?”

Me: “Wow — thanks very much — when 
do you need to know by?”

N: “Asap. You’d be starting from June. 
Don’t tell the other apprentices. I’m not 
offering it to them. I can’t guarantee 
you a job — you know that — but this has 
come up and we could slot you into the 
staff budget.”

I have a meeting with my apprentice 
assessor, G, immediately afterwards. I 
ask him what he thinks.

G: “It’s a no-brainer, amazing oppor-
tunity. I mean, someone like you with 
the background — and you’ll be want-
ing to start a family...”

Me: “But it’s an office job. He’s pro-
posing to take me off the tools — is this 
the company’s way of telling me I’m not 
good enough?”

G: “You always think about this stuff 
negatively, but this is a compliment! 
Look, hands-down your communica-
tion skills are amazing, but compared 
with L (the other apprentice) who’s bet-
ter with a multi-meter?”

Me: “L, definitely.”
G: “There you go. This job would be 

great for someone with your conviction 
on the environment.”

Later, I realise that if I take this job, 
the last three years of my training in 

engineering will be for nothing. I’ll be 
back in a lonely office, communicating 
to everyone by email, reading end-
less documents and going mad with 
boredom. I’ll go on the plant to do in-
spections, maybe quarterly, and I’ll be 
giving instructions to engineers, but 
never able to do the work myself.

In conversations with my partner we 
considered the way my manager talked 
about the “girls” in Leeds and Birming-
ham, and about his relationship with 
A, and that she’d chosen to retire just 
before an Outage. It seemed like a des-
perate move to fill a “role”: one woman 
out, get another in. I considered my 
colleagues in maintenance and ops 
— would they lose all respect for me? 
I realised I would lose a lot of respect 
for myself.

Braced for confrontation, I knock on 
my manager’s door the following week.

Me: “Thanks for asking me, but I’ve 
been thinking about A’s job, and it’s not 
for me.”

N smiles and nods immediately.
N: “No worries! Hey — if you want to 

apply for that job in Ops, you’ll need to 
know the permit regs --”

He strides into his office and hands 
me his copy of the plant’s contract.

N: “Don’t tell anyone I told you that 
though.” he smiles. □

• Emma Rickman is an apprentice 
engineer in a Combined Heat and 
Power plant.

Sacco and Vanzetti

By John Cunningham 

The front page of the 1927 Labor 
Defender (Solidarity 590) depicting 
the two anarchists Nicola Sacco and 
Bartolomeo Vanzetti reminded me of 
director Giuliano Montaldo’s Sacco and 
Vanzetti, released in Italian and English 
language versions in 1971.

Arrested for their alleged part in a 
payroll robbery on 15 April 1920 in 
Braintree, Massachusetts, where a secu-
rity guard and a paymaster were both 
shot dead, Sacco (played by Ricardo 
Cucciola) and Vanzetti (Gian Volontè) 
always professed their innocence. 
Their trial was, essentially, a rigged ex-
amination of their anarchist beliefs with 
a biased judge and various extremely 
questionable legal procedures, all 
prodded on by a hostile media. De-
spite a world-wide campaign to secure 

their release an appeal was denied and 
on 23 August 1927 the two men were 
executed by electric chair.

The film received a number of 
awards but the American version was 
censored: immediately before his exe-
cution Vanzetti simply says “I am inno-
cent!” In other versions he uses what 
were recorded as his actual last words, 
“Viva l’anarchia!” On the fiftieth anni-
versary of their deaths, the Governor of 
Massachusetts issued a statement that 
the two men had been “unfairly tried 
and convicted”, but there was no post-
humous pardon.□

Sponsor Tim’s 
jump!

Tim Cooper will be doing a para-
chute jump from 20,000 feet in 

late May (date depends on weather 
conditions), and is appealing for 
sponsor money to go to the Workers’ 
Liberty fund appeal: bit.ly/tim-jump. 
Another aim for Tim is to conquer his 
fear of heights. His approach could 
be a model for the labour-movement 
left as we battle to overcome fears 
of defeat and marginalisation: defy 
them head-on. With thanks to Paul, 
Alex, Andy, Dave, Zack, and our May 
Day advertisers in Solidarity 590, we 
have raised an additional £330 this 
week, taking us to £5,920.24. We’re 
working towards £20,000 by 11 July: 
workersliberty.org/donate2021 □

Diary of an 
engineer

What we stand for
Today one class, the working class, 

lives by selling its labour power 
to another, the capitalist class, which 
owns the means of production.

Capitalists’ control over the econ-
omy and their relentless drive to in-
crease their wealth causes poverty, 
unemployment, blighting of lives by 
overwork; imperialism, environmen-
tal destruction and much else.

The working class must unite to 
struggle against the accumulated 
wealth and power of the capitalists, 
in the workplace and wider society.

The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty 
wants socialist revolution: collective 
ownership of industry and services, 
workers’ control, and a democracy 
much fuller than the present system, 
with elected representatives recall-
able at any time and an end to bu-
reaucrats’ and managers’ privileges.

We fight for trade unions and the 
Labour Party to break with “social 
partnership” with the bosses, to mil-
itantly assert working-class interests.

In workplaces, trade unions, and 
Labour organisations; among stu-

dents; in local campaigns; on the 
left and in wider political alliances 
we stand for:

• Independent working-class rep-
resentation in politics

• A workers’ government, based 
on and accountable to the labour 
movement

• A workers’ charter of trade union 
rights — to organise, strike, picket ef-
fectively, and take solidarity action

• Taxing the rich to fund good 
public services, homes, education 
and jobs for all

• Workers’ control of major indus-
tries and finance for a rapid transi-
tion to a green society

• A workers’ movement that fights 
all forms of oppression

• Full equality for women, and so-
cial provision to free women from 
domestic labour. Reproductive free-
doms and free abortion on demand. 

• Full equality for lesbian, gay, bi-
sexual and trans people

• Black and white workers’ unity 
against racism

• Open borders
• Global solidarity against global 

capital — workers everywhere have 
more in common with each other 
than with their capitalist or Stalinist 
rulers

• Democracy at every level of soci-
ety, from the smallest workplace or 
community to global social organi-
sation

• Equal rights for all nations, 
against imperialists and predators 
big and small

• Maximum left unity in action, and 
full openness in debate

If you agree with us, take copies of 
Solidarity to sell — and join us! □

• workersliberty.org/join-awl

Kino Eye
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By Alice Hazel

Ballot results on NHS pay in Scotland 
are due in the next few days as we 

go press. Unison has recommended 
the 4% offer to its members; RCN and 
GMB are advising rejection. There has 
been minimal campaigning during the 
ballot and so the turnout is likely to 
be low. Whichever way the vote goes, 
work will be needed to involve mem-
bers and raise the activity levels in 
workplaces.

In England and Wales activity on pay 
in health has gone into a lull as the 
drawn out Pay Review Board process 
continues. The Pay Review Board is now 
expected to report in mid to late June, 
rather than May as previously predicted 
(for a pay settlement date in April). In 
the meantime, it’s vital we continue to 
raise the issue of pay in our workplaces, 
build union density, and convince 
members that strike action is possible 
and can win. Making the link between 
workload, stress, privatisation and pay 

will be key in some areas. Workers’ Lib-
erty has also raised the tactical issues 
of disaggregated ballots and prepara-
tion for cross-union action to challenge 
legal restrictions on strikes. The focus 
should be on developing cross-union 
rank and file networks at this stage.

NHS Workers Say No and Health 
Campaigns Together have called for 
city-wide demonstrations to mark the 
NHS anniversary on 3 July. That is likely 
to be the next co-ordinated focus. □

Stitch up over Merseyrail 
drivers’ pay?
From Off The Rails

On 13 April the Executive Commit-
tee of the rail drivers’ union Asle 

met to hear reports from the Merseyrail 
Drivers’ Company Council and the Dis-
trict 3 Full Time Officer, Andy Hourigan. 
Merseyrail’s pay “offer” to drivers for 
2021 was 0% on pay, and a stipulation 
that any changes to Terms and Condi-
tions negotiated needed to be “self-fi-
nancing” aka “cost neutral”.

The directly elected reps on the Com-
pany Council and the FTO both recom-
mended rejection of the non-offer.

The EC chose to “note” the corre-
spondence from the Council and Of-
ficer and from the employer. They 
have chosen to accept an appalling 
pay offer over the heads of members 
and reps, without even having the guts 
to acknowledge that that is what they 

have done. It is hard to fathom why 
Aslef, along with the other rail unions, 
is threatening to ballot members over 
pay at Scotrail but refuses to fight in 
Merseyside, where its members have a 
proven, exemplary recent track record 
of solidarity in the face of attempts to 
introduce Driver Only Operation. □

• Download Off The Rails, May 2021, at 
bit.ly/otr5-21
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Workers at the Driver and Vehicle 
Licensing Agency (DVLA) com-

plex in Swansea will strike again from 
4-8 May to demand improvements to 
safety. The branch is committed to tak-
ing further action if our demands are 
not met.

Although the Covid numbers are 
trending the right way, we don’t know 
when a third wave could hit, how se-
vere it could be, or what might hap-
pen with new variants. We need 
agreements in place now to ensure 
there aren’t more workers on site than 
necessary. At its heart this is a fight for 
a form of workers’ control. We want to 
ensure a direct say for workers’ repre-
sentatives in determining on-site staff-
ing levels.

We’re also developing a separate 
fight in DVLA over sickness policy. 
DVLA has the lowest sickness trigger 
point (i.e., the amount of time off sick 
you can have before you are poten-
tially subject to disciplinary action) 
of any section of the Department for 
Transport (DfT). It’s also the only sec-
tion of DfT with a majority-female 
workforce, and we therefore believe 
this discrepancy in its sickness policy 
could be a form of indirect discrimi-
nation.

There needs to be a labour-move-
ment-wide push against all forms of 
punitive sickness policy. Policies that 
tell workers they can only have a cer-
tain number of days off sick before 
they’ll be disciplined effectively pres-
sure workers to come to work when 
they’re not well. As the experience 
of the pandemic has shown, that can 
have disastrous public health impacts.

I’ve recently met against with offi-
cials from the United Voices of the 
World union to discuss our collabo-
ration in Royal Parks, where UVW or-
ganises outsourced cleaners. There 

are some exciting developments I 
hope to be able to report in subse-
quent weeks. I’m not interested in is-
suing passive statements of support 
for their members’ campaigns. Our 
discussions focus on how the PCS can 
use our resources and infrastructure 
to help workers win. I am an industrial 
unionist — I believe all workers in a 
give workplace or sector should be in 
the same union. But I am not territorial 
or proprietary. My primary concern 
is how workers can win concessions 
from the employer, whichever union 
they’re part of.

We’re also discussing with UVW 
how we can support, and possibly 
emulate, legal challenges they’re pur-
suing around outsourcing and pro-
curement policies. They are exploring 
a number of legal cases around the 
claim that outsourcing may be a form 
of indirect racial discrimination, as it 
invariably means majority-BAME and 
majority-migrant outsourced work-
forces have significantly worse condi-
tions than directly-employed workers, 
who tend to be majority-white. Legal 
challenges aren’t a substitute for 
workplace organisation and industrial 
action, but they can help supplement 
it.

In the Department for Work and 
Pensions, we’ll be running indicative 
ballots in May to see if members want 
to move towards formal industrial 
action ballots over workplace safety. 
DWP bosses have made clear they 
want a generalised move back to the 
physical workplace, albeit a staggered 
one. We believe that’s unsafe. They 
also want to bring increasing numbers 
of claimants back for face-to-face in-
terviews, and step up the sanctioning 
regime. We need to combine those 
issues, and ensure our fight for work-
ers’ safety is also a fight for claimants’ 
rights. □

• John Moloney is assistant general 
secretary of the PCS civil service 
workers’ union, writing here in a 
personal capacity.
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Panels 
and talks
≫QAnon and the rise of a new far right, with 
speakers including Joe Mulhall, Hope Not Hate

≫Trade unionism in and after lockdowns, with 
speakers including Prof. Gregor Gall and Janine 
Booth, RMT activist and Workers’ Liberty sup-
porter

≫Organising the unorganised, with speakers 
including John Moloney, Assistant General Sec-
retary, PCS union (pc)

≫From #MeToo to the future: confronting vio-
lence against women, with speakers including 
Jill Mountford, Workers’ Liberty 

≫What’s happening in Myanmar? with speakers 
from the Myanmar labour movement

≫The experience of “Corbynism” and the fu-
ture of the left in Labour, with speakers includ-
ing Alan Simpson, former Labour MP, Michael 
Chessum, and Martin Thomas, Workers’ Liberty

≫Left perspectives on 
Lebanon’s protest movement, 
with Lebanese socialist Joey Ayoub

≫Confronting antisemitism on the left, with 
speakers including Keith Kahn-Harris

≫USA: where next for workers, unions, and the 
left? with speakers including Traven Leyshon, 
Vermont AFL-CIO and Democratic Socialists of 
America

≫The next wave of climate activism, with speak-
ers including Simon Pirani, author of Burning 
Up: A Global History of Fossil Fuel Consumption

≫Covid: what we know and what we don’t 
know, with Prof. George Davey Smith

≫Understanding the Renaissance, with Prof. 
Cath Fletcher, author of The Beauty and the Ter-
ror

≫The historical roots of antisemitism on the left, 
with Daniel Randall, Workers’ Liberty □

As part of Ideas for Freedom 2021, organ-
ised by Workers’ Liberty, we are holding a 

walking tour around Battersea to look at this in-
spiring history and three leading figures in it. In 
the first decades of the 20th century, the South 
West London borough of Battersea pioneered 
black, Asian and women’s as well as broader 
working-class political representation, and an-
ti-racist, anti-imperialist and socialist politics. 
Politics in the borough then was dominated by 
its strong and radical labour movement. Bat-
tersea elected John Burns as a socialist MP the 
same year that Keir Hardie entered parliament 
(1892) and then one of the first Labour-domi-
nated councils (1894), which mobilised work-
ers and people locally and carried out major 
reforms.

Anti-imperialism and anti-racism were a major 
part of this movement. In 1902 Battersea was 
the only council to refuse to join in celebrating 
Edward VII’s coronation, leading one newspa-
per to use the headline “Battersea versus the 
British empire”. Both the Battersea labour move-
ment and its council often campaigned against 
Britain’s wars abroad and its imperialism.

This record was reflected in three remarka-
ble organisers and politicians the Battersea left 
brought forward:

≫ Battersea elected London’s first black mayor, 
John Archer, in 1913. In his victory speech 
Archer, a Pan-Africanist and anti-colonial cam-
paigner of half-Barbadian and half-Irish back-
ground, said: “You have made history tonight. 
The coloured nations of the world will look to 
Battersea”.

≫ In the first general election in which women 
could stand as candidates, in 1918, Labour’s 
candidate in the Battersea North constituency 
was Charlotte Despard, a pioneering socialist, 
feminist and supporter of colonial freedom, 
who predicted the 20th century would see 
“the rise of two great movements: Labour and 
Women”.

≫ Labour didn’t win Battersea North in 1918, 
but it did in 1922. Its new representative, 
Shapurji Saklatvala, was an Indian nationalist 
and Communist Party member who became the 
first Labour MP of colour. A militant champion 
of workers’ and anti-imperialist struggles, he 
was known as the “member for India”. □

Debates
≫Is socialist revolution possible? Is it desira-
ble? Ruth Cashman, Workers’ Liberty, debates 
Professor John Strawson

≫What should feminists say about sex work? 
Anita Downs debates Ruth Tweedale

≫Is China imperialist? □

10-11 July 2021 | Ideas for Freedom 
Camden School for Girls, Sandall Rd, London NW5 2DB

SOCIALISM in an  
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MYANMAR: ORGANISING THE REVOLT
By Htuu Lou Rae

Htuu Lou Rae, a member of the 
Anti-Junta Mass Movement, a 
Myanmar anti-coup movement, 
spoke to Solidarity

The strike has been rekindled. 
There has been less activity 

in the streets for the past few 
weeks and much less so in Yan-
gon; but since last week there 
have been flashmob protests in 
Yangon, and thousands across 
the country returned to the 
street for a general strike on 2 
May to the call for “Global My-
anmar Spring Revolution”.

Up until last week, most of 
the activities in the civilian 
areas, cities, towns and villages, 
have taken the form of armed 
struggle, fighting Tatmadaw 
troops with makeshift weapons 
and homemade rifles. There 
is a town in the Western Chin 
State, Mindat, which has suc-
cessfully fended off Tatmadaw 
troops, and the soldiers had 
to negotiate a ceasefire with 
the residents. But now they are 
worried that there could be air 
strikes in Mindatand in towns 
and villages in the region. Peo-
ple are worried about another 
genocide, and crimes against 
humanity.

Could the revolution take on 
the character of the Syrian civil 
war? No, because Tatmadaw 
doesn’t have so many troops. I 
am confident that we can force 
more defections through a 
combination of street protests, 
militia activity and activity by 
ethnic armed groups. The chal-

lenge that we have right now is 
that we could potentially form a 
council of CDM [Civil Disobedi-
ence Movement] strikers, strike 
committees, militias and ethnic 
armed groups, and follow a 
common strategy to try to over-
load the capacity of Tatmadaw 
and force more defections. We 
haven’t achieved that point yet 
but that is what we are aiming 
for.

Neoliberalism
Even though we can finally 
succeed in taking Tatmadaw 
out of the picture, there is an-
other issue. The anti-coup 
“shadow government” of the 
CRPH [Committee Represent-
ing Pyidaungsu Hluttaw, i.e. 
representing parliamentarians] 
has launched a “National Unity 
Government”, with its own 
democratic charter which gives 
them a final say in appoint-
ment of cabinet members. The 
National Unity Government is 
mainly made up of NLD [Na-
tional League for Democracy] 
representatives. The policies 
of the NLD tend towards being 
neoliberal, even though many 
of their supporters are not sup-
portive of neoliberalism.

NLD are now trying to make 
themselves look inclusive in 
terms of ethnicity and class and 
so on. But it is not really repre-
sentative, because the elections 
that took place in November 
2020 were held under the 2008 
constitution, which is not good 
as a basis for a democratic 
government. It is a half-mili-

tary-dictatorship-half-demo-
cratic-government. Before the 
coup, the NLD was authoritar-
ian. They introduced laws that 
prevented freedom of speech 
and assembly. There were 600 
political prisoners before the 
coup.

There are three very conten-
tious members of the National 
Unity Government (NUG). One 
member of the NUG, who was 
previously an NLD politician, 
has in the past gone on a BBC 
interview to accuse Rohingya 
people of burning their own 
houses. Since taking up office 
he has been bombarded on 
social media with demands to 
apologise for his comments. 
Another, the Vice-Minister of 
Defence, has described Ro-
hingya as insects, comparing 
the ethnic cleansing operations 
against them as like spraying 
crops with insecticide. So far: 
no apology from her, either. 
A third member of the NUG 
government is Aung San Suu 
Kyi (ASSK), who prepared this 
Thermidor, and who has given 
great accolades and medals to 
soldiers and generals.

There have been calls for 
ASSK to be removed from NUG. 
That hasn’t been addressed. 
On 3 May, NUG introduced the 
Ministry of Human Rights. This 
move has been questioned: 
how can they set up a ministry 
of human rights and keep these 
three members? □

• Abridged. More: bit.ly/
htuu0405
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